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ABSTRACT
ADULT MALE LEARNERS IN A COMMUNITY COLLEGE SETTING:
POSSIBILITIES OF TRANSFORMATION
MAY 1995
RONALD D. WEISBERGER, B.A., GLASSBORO STATE COLLEGE
M.A., KENT STATE UNIVERSITY
M.Ed., INSTITUTE OF OPEN EDUCATION AT NEWTON COLLEGE
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Johnstone Campbell

Returning or reentry students represent an increasingly large
percentage of the student population in higher education. Many of them
not only manage to stay in school, but also appear to make significant
strides in cognitive and affective development.
Relatively few works have dealt with developmental issues of adult or
returning students, and most have focused primarily on women, who
constitute the majority of returning students.
This study examines the effect of higher education on adult male
returning students. It focuses on the possibility that by returning to school,
men may transform what Mezirow (1989) calls "previously held meaning
perspectives." It also attempts to determine to what extent, if any, a given
sample of adult males have learned to become more critical about
previously held views, and what the implications are for the way they
choose to live in the world.
The study draws on theories of adult development and transformative
learning with emphasis on the transformative learning theory of Jack
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Mezirow (1989, 1991). The methodology for this study is qualitative. Six
men in their second year at a Massachusetts community college were
interviewed individually and asked questions pertaining to their view of
themselves and the world prior to entering college and then afterwards. A
focus group was held afterwards. The data was then analyzed in light of
the theories examined in the study.
The findings indicate that the experience at the college enabled the men to
make marked changes within both the affective and cognitive domains.
Viewed as part of an ongoing process, their perspectives on education,
themselves and the world were transformed. This transformation also
carried over to their relationships with family and friends. The men
learned to acknowledge weaknesses and to ask for assistance from
instructors and academic support personnel. Eventually, they learned how
to connect to students and staff across age and gender lines. The men were
able to confront challenges presented by difficult subjects. They came to see
knowledge as being socially constructed and subject to change. They also
developed a better understanding for the causes of individual and social
change.
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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

Introduction

The presence of adult students, those persons older than traditional
undergraduates age 18 to 22 years old, has become much more prevalent
in higher education during the last few decades. While this category of
student has been in attendance throughout the history of colleges and
universities in this country, it has only been in the post-World-War II
period that the number of such students has grown significantly. The GI
Bill provided the impetus for a large influx of older students after the war.
However, not until the late 1960s did consistently large numbers of older
students begin to gain access to post-secondary education. Due to the
economic dislocations and changing demographics that occurred in the
1970s and 1980s, nontraditional students began to enter college at an even
more increased rate, and most participated in traditional collegiate
programs (Spanard, 1990). Currently, adult learners comprise
approximately 40% of the undergraduates in America's colleges and
universities (Kassworm, 1990).
The adult population in colleges are often referred to as reentry
students since many of them initially began school when they were
younger and for a variety of reasons dropped out, only to return years later
(Spanard, 1990). There are, however, many others adults entering college
for the first time and, therefore, it is more accurate to refer to them as
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adult students, although the question of definition is still being explored
by researchers (Kassworm, 1990).
Adult student characteristics vary. At one time such students tended to
be middle class and enrolled in college more for enrichment than out of
economic necessity. However, in recent years they have become more
diverse and are likely to be low-income, minority, single and head of
household. This has brought a great deal of diversity to schools,
particularly community colleges, which tend to be more accessible than
many four year institutions.
Adult students enter college for a variety of reasons including
employment and career needs, the desire to earn more money, and a
general wish to better themselves. They also come to school facing a
number of obstacles, particularly conflicting demands on their time
because of multiple roles they play as spouse, parent, and often, employee
or employer. In addition, many of them begin school with feelings of
insecurity due to their absence from formal education and a fear of having
to compete with younger students. Quite often they lack an adequate
support system either at home, work or school. All of these factors create
complex problems, particularly in the beginning of a student's college
career (Holiday, 1985).
Adult students often face formidable obstacles. However, college faculty
and staff who work with them are usually impressed with their tenacity
and determination. The reasons for their ability to survive relate to the
fact that they are older, have experience in the "real" world, and have
somewhat clearer goals than do traditional-age students (Gass & Rose,
1988). Often they sense that their college experience is their last chance to
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get beyond their present position. All of these factors are strong motivators
in helping keep adult students in school until graduation.

Problem Statement

In addition to being able to complete their studies, many adult students
make tremendous strides in both cognitive and affective development.
While entering college for primarily instrumental reasons, (i.e., the need
to improve their material situation), they often come to see both
themselves and the world in ways that they had not anticipated. This
phenomenon raises interesting questions related to cognitive and affective
development and epistemology. For example, what is the process that
allows students to become more confident learners? Does this growth in
confidence alter the way students come to view the nature of knowledge?
Does such a change in perspective relate to the way they see the world and,
ultimately, their place in it? Finally, can students be sufficiently
empowered by their experience with the learning process such that they
have a desire to want to change their world?
There has been a fair amount of research conducted on the
development of younger and older adults in the last few years by
psychologists such as Belenky, Gilligan, Gould, Kegan, Levinson, and
Perry, among others. They see particular types of life incidents (as well as
environments) as fostering growth from infancy onward. Contrary to
earlier theories, theirs do not see growth as ending with late adolescence.
Rather, the potential for change can occur throughout one's life span,
which raises an important question: What type of circumstances can
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precipitate such a change? Clearly, the college experience can be an
important factor in this process.
While there have been quite a few studies that have examined the
phenomenon of the adult student in higher education, there have been
fewer works conducted that deal with issues relating to the developmental
effects of the college experience on older students. Most of these studies
have focused on women (Kassworm, 1990). Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger
& Tarule (1987), for example, have looked at how colleges, as well as other
learning environments, have affected "women's ways of knowing." Adult
educator Jack Mezirow (1978) has looked at the changes in what he calls
the "meaning perspectives" of women who enter community colleges.
The research conducted on women has proven to be very important. It has
revealed, for example, that women tend to learn better and develop more
fully in an atmosphere that fosters cooperation over individual
competition (Belenky, et. al., 1987). In addition, it has shown that
institutional support networks help women to successfully complete
programs in which they are enrolled (Kassworm, 1990).
As increasingly larger numbers of adult males enter colleges it is
important to look more closely at their experience. However, there have
been few works that have focused on men in higher education as a distinct
group. This lack of research is unfortunate. Because of the economic and
social dislocations experienced in the last decade or more, many adult men
have found themselves in a state of some confusion. They have been
forced to adapt to social and personal changes that they had not anticipated
and their self-view, as well as their relationships with spouses, children
«

and friends have been challenged. Some commit violence against
themselves, family or friends. Others search for support from other men
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in the same situation (Kean, 1991). For others, entering college provides an
opportunity to start over again.
While the main concern of adult men who return to school often
relates to employment needs, their entrance into higher education creates
the possibility that their view of themselves and the world might be
altered in a positive direction. This change in what Mezirow (1990) calls
the "meaning perspective" of these men can make a difference not in only
their success in school, but in their ability to successfully adapt to a rapidly
changing world. Mezirow sees education (among other variables) as
providing the possibility that adult learners can come to "critically reflect"
on their previous sense of meaning, examining presuppositions that can
lead to changes in the way they make sense of their world and how they
choose to live in it (1990, p. 18).
The focus of this study is on a group of men at a community college
who were in the midst of their college programs during the period that
this research project was undertaken. The study attempts to determine in
what ways their experiences in school have changed their view of
themselves and the world. It compares their experiences with the theories
of Mezirow (and others ) who believe in the possibility of personal and
social transformation as a consequence, in part, of the process of higher
education. It is hoped that this study can play a small role in helping to
better understand the process by which adult men can become "reflective
learners" capable of reacting positively to change and playing a role in the
transformation of society (Mezirow, 1990, p. 375).
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

This research project deals with the transformative possibilities of
higher education in relation to male adult learners. Furthermore, the site
of the study is a community college whose students for the most part come
from working class backgrounds. Therefore, higher education is a new
experience that produces tension between their previous experiences—
familial or work—and their new educational environment. The
possibility, though, for both psychosocial and cognitive change exists,
leading to a reappraisal of previous ways of being and knowing as well as a
commitment to live differently in the world.
The literature relating to this process or processes with emphasis on
male adult learners in higher education falls into the following categories:
•

Psychosocial and cognitive developmental theory

•

Transformative and emancipatory teaching and learning theory

•

Adults and the community college

•

Men in contemporary society

Psychosocial and Cognitive Development

Moore & Upcraft (1990)argue that the last thirty years there has been a
«

tremendous growth in our understanding of how students develop both
psychosocially and cognitively . They point to the pioneering work in the
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1950s and early 1960s of Erikson, "who was the first to look at personality
development in a social context," and Piaget, who saw children and
adolescents "moving from simple to more complex mental processes, and
through equilibrium/disequilibrium stages" (pp. 6-7). In addition, in the
same period they see theorists such as Sanford (1962) and Chickering (1969)
beginning to look at development specifically within a collegiate
environment.
During the 1970s there were a number of important studies published
that related to personal and intellectual growth including the moral
development theory of Kohlberg (1971) and the intellectual and ethical
development theory of Perry (1970). The work of these NeoPiagetians
helped to lead the way to an understanding of the reality of cognitive
developmental change in the same way that others such as Sanford (1962)
and Chickering (1969), following Erikson, helped us to better understand
the nature of psychosocial growth. As Widick & Parker (1978) suggest:
"These two developmental theory families provide complementary ways
of describing college student development: One describes what students
will be concerned about and what decisions will be primary; the other
suggests how students will think about those issues and what shifts in
reasoning will occur" (p. xii).
The 1980s saw a number of important changes in the way
developmental theory is perceived; theorists and practitioners became
"increasingly conscious of the inadequacies of and the gaps in our
theories" (Moore & Upcraft, 1990, p. 3). In particular, the current theory did
not take into consideration issues of gender, race, class or age. However,
0
«

the last decade has seen some major breakthroughs that have expanded
our understanding of how humans can change.
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Particularly important are theorists such as Gilligan (1983) and Belenky,
et. al. (1987), whose work has stressed the differences between men's and
women's cognitive and affective development. Gilligan, who is interested
in moral development as well as identity, sees women as looking at moral
questions from the perspective of responsibility and care as opposed to
Kohlberg's "higher" stages of rules and universal principles of justice
(Kuk, 1990, p. 28). She sees women speaking "in a different voice" than
men do, with a view "of self and others as interdependent and of
relationships as networks sustained by activities of care-giving and
response" (Gilligan, 1983, p. 80). Women's view of morality is perceived as
contextual rather than dichotomous, and their sense of identity is seen
through "the metaphor of dialogue rather than of mirroring. The
emphasis on speaking and listening and being heard and making oneself
understood ties self-definition to an active engagement with others and
turns attention to the process of communication" (p. 90).
Belenky, et. al. (1987), in their acclaimed study. Women's Way of
Knowing . build on Gilligan's work in concluding that women define
themselves in relation to each other. In this sense, learning is seen as
occurring in a "connected" rather than an individualized mode (p. 227).
Building also on the work of Perry, they map out "five epistemological
categories" beginning with "silence, a position in which women consider
themselves mindless and voiceless and subject to the whims of external
authority," and ending with the perspective they call "constructed
knowledge, a position in which women view all knowledge as contextual,
experience themselves as creators of knowledge, and value both subjective
and objective strategies for knowing" (p. 15).
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The theories of development offered by Gilligan, Belenky, and others
shed light on the possible differences between male and female learners.
Beyond that they have also opened up the need to see development from
multiple perspectives, which broadens our understanding of how both
men and women come to understand the world. In one of Gilligan's more
recent works. Mapping the Moral Domain (Gilligan, Ward, Taylor &
Bardige, 1988), for example, she argues that by "listening to girls and
women, we have come to listen differently to boys and men. And we have
come to think differently about human nature and the human condition"
(p. v).
Two recent works that further develop our understanding of
development, particularly within educational settings, are Knowing and
Reasoning in College by Baxter Magolda (1992) and Developing Reflective
Judgment by King & Kitchener (1994). Baxter Magolda's work is based on a
study of college age students at a midwestem university. Using a
qualitative research approach and building on Perry, Belenky, et.al. and
others, she maps out four patterns reflecting "qualitatively different ways
of knowing" that her subjects, both men and women, experienced as they
proceeded through their college years. These patterns include absolute,
transitional, independent and contextual forms of learning. In addition,
she sees "two distinct gender related patterns" occurring within the first
three of the patterns she has fleshed out (Baxter Magolda, 1992, p. 29).
Thus, in studying both men and women, Baxter Magolda is able to
demonstrate both similarity and difference among them in regard to their
intellectual development.
«

King & Kitchener's work (1994) "summarizes more than fifteen years
of theory building and research" on what they call their "Reflective
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Judgment Model" (p. xv). Based on a study of "more than 1700 individuals
representing a wide variety of student and non student sub groups" they
developed a seven stage model that examines "how students reason about
ill structured problems" (pp. 125-126). Their stages, which represent their
findings from interviews of both men and women, are grouped together
in three categories including: Pre-Reflective thinking, Quasi-Reflective
Thinking, and Reflective Thinking ( pp. 14-16).
King & Kitchener (1994) see reflective thinking as the result of a
developmental progression encouraged by an environment that both
supports and challenges the individual to change his/her epistemological
assumptions. Such an environment can be found in higher educational
settings. They feel as does Baxter Magolda, that given the advance in
research on development, educators in colleges and universities are in a
better position to design ways to help maximize students' cognitive and
affective development.

Adult Development

The theories discussed pertain to development from childhood
through adulthood. Some theorists have focused, however, on adult
development, which is, of course, related to the theme of this study.
Erikson pioneered this work from a psychosocial perspective in dividing
the adult years into three stages "each of which has attendant tasks."
Following the establishment of identity, which occurs during adolescence,
the adult years "are marked by turning the sense of identity outward to
engage the demands of adult life, to choose someone with whom to live
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and love, to select and to work within a career, and to more clearly shape
and live out one's values" (Widick & Parker, 1978, p. 9).
Building on Erikson, Gould (1990) and Levinson (1978) "expanded and
embellished the broad growth themes to acknowledge and describe the
common tasks or activities confronted in adulthood, including family and
work roles" (Krager, Wrenn & Hirt, 1990, p. 40). Gould, drawing on
psychotherapeutic theory, discussed ways in which adults struggle to hold
on to familiar but outdated "adaptive behavior" in the face of new
challenges. Gould attempted to show how to successfully overcome such
obstacles in order to make necessary transitions in life (Gould, 1990, pp.
134-135).
Levinson and colleagues, in their study of forty men between the ages
35 and 40, go beyond the polarities laid out by Erikson at each life stage and
put more emphasis on a variety of variables affecting the individual
(Levinson, 1978). They see development not as a "natural unloading" but
as a product of "dynamic and often hostile confrontations and interactions
between adults as complex organisms and the demands of the
environment in which they find themselves" (Hodgkinson, 1974, p. 264).
However, the authors chart out a common life cycle in which men leave
the family, enter the adult world, settle down, appraise their "dreams and
aspirations" at mid-life and by age fifty, assuming they have survived the
struggles of the previous period, are in a period of "re-stabilization" in
which they are accepting of their lives and in a position to look both
inward and outward (Levinson, 1978, p. 33).
Robert Kegan is one of the foremost theorists on adult development.
Working from a social constructionist framework, his "approach attends
to developments in an individual's very 'construction' of reality, how he
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or she makes meaning. . . . Instead of age linked responses to the changing
conditions of life, constructive theory holds that people respond according
to their own meaning system" (Kegan, 1994, p. 202). Kegan sees meaning
systems as having the potential to change as individuals are challenged to
go beyond the "system" in which they are embedded in order to develop
the capacity to be "self-reflective" and "self corrective" (p. 225).
In Kegan7s latest work. In Over Our Heads: The Mental Demands of
Modern Life (1994), he applies his developmental construction model to
the challenges of living in a "post-modern world." In the book, Kegan
examines the range of demands placed on adults in contemporary society
in both the domestic and public spheres. He argues that such demands
have their origins in a rapidly changing society and that one's
consciousness or inner self has to change in order to meet the new
requirements adequately.
Kegan feels that those who are entrusted with helping to create and/or
carry out what he calls the "culture's curriculum" must become aware of
the complexity of the mental demands being made by a post-modern
society and help themselves and others to reach a new level of
consciousness, one "every bit as fundamental as the transformation from
magical thinking to concrete thinking required of the school age child or
the transformation from concrete to abstract thinking required of the
adolescent" (Kegan, 1994, p. 11).
As with developmental theory in general, the 1980s and early 1990s
have brought changes in the way adult developmental theorists have
come to see their work. As we have seen, Kegan has been attempting to
*

apply developmental theory to the demands of a new millennium.
Erikson himself introduced the idea of "recycling" in which the impact of
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life events can cause a revisiting of previous stages." Krager, et. al. (1990)
point out that this idea can clearly pertain to adult learners who, in
entering college, must "rework" issues of "trust, autonomy, initiative,
competence [as they] build and qualify their identities as college students
in conjunction with other life roles" (p. 41).
Schlossberg (1984) emphasizes the complicated nature of development
by pointing out the necessity of seeing individual change in context. How
a person will react to challenges and the need for transition depends on a
variety of factors since "there is no single, predictable, universal adult
experience" (p. 43).
Feminist research, as discussed earlier, has also brought about
modifications in developmental theory. This, of course, has implications
for adult development in regards to both men and women. In addition to
the work of Gilligan and Belenky, et.al., mentioned earlier, Josselson
(1987) has challenged aspects of the Eriksonian psychosocial approach
based on the study of males. She argues that "women construct identity
around issues of 'communion, connection, relational embeddedness,
spirituality and affiliation/ resulting in an identity that is uniquely female
in form" (Kuk, 1990, p. 33). The insights gained from this type of research
are important to an understanding of how adults develop. As Kuk (1990)
points out: "The process of development and the environmental context
are related to gender and are critical to the emergence of healthy, wellbalanced, responsible adults, whether male or female" (p. 33).
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Transformative and Emancipatory Learning

Developmental theory provides important insights into the possibility
of change in the individual as he/she progresses through life. The
emphasis, however, tends to be on psychological processes. Another body
of literature crucial to this study emphasizes the socioeconomic context
with which humans—in this case, more particularly adult male
students—must deal as they struggle to make sense of the world. The
literature on transformative and emancipatory learning theory has been
growing since the 1960s.
Early in this century the philosopher John Dewey raised the issue of
facilitating change in the way students see the world through cultivating
reflection (King & Kitchner, 1990). However, it was not until the 1960s that
pedagogical and learning theory emerged, which looked towards bringing
about individual and social change. The radical activity during this period
helped to create the conditions for re-thinking the purposes of higher
education and providing for the growth of alternative ways of
conceptualizing institutional and pedagogical change. Works by
philosophers such as Goodman (1963), Wolff (1969) and Illich (1970)
emphasized disassociating schools from the control of power structures as
a way to allow for the "free flow of ideas." Others such as Bowles & Gintis
(1976) stressed the correspondence between the structure of schooling and
the requirements of a capitalist system that depends on the maintenance
of a hierarchy to function.
It was not until the 1970s, however, that a more radical pedagogy
appeared that married a socioeconomic analysis of modem capitalist
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society with an appreciation of how students perceive the world and how
such perceptions might change. Freire (1970) has been important in this
development. In his efforts to deal with "third world" illiteracy, Freire
discovered that words have to come from the people, not be imposed on
them. He criticized traditional methods of education, which he called
"banking" techniques, since information is conceived as being deposited
into the heads of students. Instead he emphasized a dialogical approach in
which teacher and student learn from each other. The goal is what Freire
calls "conscientization," a process whereby people act "not as recipients,
but as knowing subjects, achieve a deepening awareness of both socio¬
cultural reality which shapes their lives and their capacity to transform
that reality. Ultimately, conscientization results in a transformation of
personal perspective" (Sahady, 1991, p. 37).
Freire's work has had an important influence on all levels of education
in the United States (Shor, 1987), particularly in the field of adult
education. Zacharakis-Jutz (1988), in fact, argues that a great deal of
Freirian theory has been co-opted through becoming institutionalized in
the academy (pp. 41-47). However, those influenced by Freire have made
important contributions to the theory and practice of pedagogy.
Shor (1986), for example, through his use of Freirian pedagogy in an
urban community college has helped his students to better understand the
nature of the class structure in this country. By using material from
everyday life such as a hamburger or a classroom chair, he is able to assist
his students in becoming more critical of their environment. Shor's
pedagogy takes a dialectic approach which posits a dynamic between
instructor and student allowing each to learn from the other. Other
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writers influenced by Freire include Giroux (1988), Livingston (1987), and
McLaren (1987).

Mezirow's Theory of Transformative Learning

Jack Mezirow is another theorist who, while not as well known as
Freire, has nonetheless made an important contribution to the idea of
emancipatory education, particularly in relationship to adult learners. As
Clark & Wilson (1991) point out: "When theories of adult learning are
compared . . . Mezirow's stands apart. He provides a theory that is complex
and expansive in its attempt to situate multiple levels of learning within
an integrated system of knowledge. Further, his focus on transformation
provides a way of understanding the unexamined but essential linkages
between adult learning and adult development" (p. 75).
Jack Mezirow's work serves as a useful theoretical framework for this
study because of his ability to bring together a number of strands relating
to developmental changes, transformation theory and adult education. In
Transformative Dimensions of Adult Learning. (Mezirow, 1991)
Mezirow's most extensive discussion of transformative theory in relation
to adult learners, he argues that prior experience has a profound effect on
the way we see reality. Such experiences create meaning structures that
include meaning perspectives and meaning schemes. He defines meaning
perceptive, in part, as our "habitual orientation and expectations."
Meaning schemes are the concrete manifestations of such perspectives and
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"translate . . . general expectations into specific ones that guide our
actions" (pp. 44-45). Accordingly:
Meaning perspectives provide us with criteria for
judging or evaluating right or wrong, bad or good,
beautiful and ugly, true or false, appropriate and
inappropriate. They also determine our concept of
personhood, our idealized self-image, and the way
we feel about ourselves. The perceived content of
our experience is determined by the specific
meaning schemes included in our meaning
perspectives (pp. 44-45).

Meaning perspectives not only determine what we "see" at any given
time, but also what we perceive to be our future possibilities. As Mezirow
points out: "Rather than simply serving as a framework for clarifying
current experience, meaning perspectives are informed by an horizon of
possibility that is anticipated and represent value assumptions regarding
ends, norms, and criteria of judgment" (p. 49). These meaning
perspectives are seen by Mezirow as having been uncritically acquired in
early childhood through the process of socialization, and then continually
reinforced by the dominant culture in which we grow up. These
"culturally assimilated habits of expectation" often "distort reality and
produce dependence," keeping us from developing to our fullest potential
(p. 61).
However, when a meaning perspective and attendant meaning
schemes prove inadequate to deal with life situations when they become
untenable, there is the possibility that these "frames" can be altered or
transformed to make way for a new perspective or perspectives that allow
one to move to a new set of beliefs and ways of acting in the world. A
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"trigger event" says Mezirow, quoting Taylor, "may be life shattering
occurrences such as natural disasters [or] ...personal upheavals, troubling
contradictions between meaning systems, external social events or
cumulative internal changes" (p. 173) can set off a chain of events leading
to a perspective transformation. For this to occur, reflection, which
Mezirow defines as "the process of critically assessing the content, process
or premise(s) of our efforts to interpret and give meaning to an
experience" (p. 104), must be brought to bear. He defines reflection as:
More than simple awareness of our experiencing or being
aware of our awareness; process reflection involves both
awareness and critique of how we are perceiving,
thinking, judging, feeling and acting, and premise
reflection involves awareness and critique of the reasons
why we have done so (p. 106).

Mezirow, then, sees premise reflection as the means by which major
changes can be made in one's life. It is "the dynamic by which our belief
systems - meaning perspectives - become transformed. Premise reflection
leads to more fully developed meaning perspectives, that is meaning
perspectives that are more inclusive, discriminating, permeable (open),
and integrative of experience" (p. 111).
However, Mezirow underscores the complexity of this process because
he emphasizes that these distortions manifest themselves in a multi¬
faceted way. Since their root causes are both biographical and sociohistorical there are three broad areas of premise distortions including
those that are epistemic ("ways of knowing"), sociolinguistic (ideology,
cultural norms, etc.) and psychological (behaviors conditioned by
childhood experiences, etc.) (Mezirow, 1989, pp. 14-17).
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What makes Mezirow's analysis powerful is that it emphasizes the
ways in which all three interact in order to create particular meaning
perspectives. One's "distorted assumptions about the nature and use of
knowledge" can and does act to inhibit intellectual development. This
situation is strongly influenced by one's position in a particular society, for
example, one's class during a specific historical period which causes a
person to "see" and "understand" particular ideologies as the "way things
are" (e.g., "I wasn't meant to be a college student.") In addition early life
experiences such as "severe parental prohibitions" create life-long
anxieties that play an important role in how one views one's capabilities
(Mezirow, 1991, p. 144).
While such distortions are powerful they can be overcome. In order to
do so it is necessary, as Mezirow points out: "to identify and artfully use
our distortions and other modeling processes by refining and
contextualizing them better... . Awareness involves recognition of how we
are influenced by our culture and biography to acquire these limitations in
the first place" (1991, p. 119).
Mezirow's ideas have influenced theorists and practitioners who are
concerned with adults and their development. A volume which he edited
a couple of years ago is reflective of the ways in which his theory of
perspective transformation has inspired a variety of approaches to
"precipitating critical reflection" in adult learners (Mezirow and
Associates, 1990) . In addition, there has been a lively debate in the Adult
Education Quarterly over the last five years including articles by Collard &
Law (1989), Hart (1990), Clark & Wilson (1991) and Tennant (1993), which
include both an appreciation of aspects of Mezirow's theory and a critique
of some basic premises. In particular, Mezirow's critics feel that he does
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not pay enough attention to the context of education and fails to
adequately relate his theory to the need for social change (Clark & Wilson,
1991, p. 75; Collard & Law, 1989, p. 99; Tennant, 1993, p. 233). However,
even those critical of aspects of Mezirow's theory credit his work with
advancing our appreciation of the factors that inhibit adult learning and
feel that it points the way to overcoming such impediments. As Neuman
points out Mezirow has "provided us with a framework in which to
examine and further our understanding of adult learning" (1993, p. 236).
In this study Mezirow's theory as well as those of other writers of
critical learning and pedagogy are examined to determine how their ideas
relate to the "lived lives" of the subjects of the study.

Adult Learners and the Community College

Community colleges, as presently constituted, are relatively new
institutions. While they have existed since the turn of the century, their
most important period of growth has come in the decades since World
War II, and particularly in the 1960s and 1970s. Presently they represent
over 40 percent of America's 3,231 colleges (Brint & Karabel, 1989, p. 3).
In part the growth of community colleges is due to their accessibility to
local communities which make them appealing to adult learners. In
addition, their emphasis on career (terminal) programs has great appeal to
many male adults who often cannot go to school full-time or who feel that
they do not have the leisure to spend four or more years pursuing a
bachelors degree. Kelly & Wilbur (1970) point out that even before World
War II the vocational programs at community colleges or junior colleges
were appealing to adults since unemployed workers during the Great
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Depression could receive quick training at these institutions. This
function increased during the war as the government looked to these
colleges to train technicians for the war effort (p. 12).
With the benefit of the "G.I. Bill" thousands of male adult learners
entered "two-year" schools in the immediate postwar period in order to
seek their fortune (Monroe, 1972). Then, as the present system of
comprehensive community colleges developed during the 1960s and 70s,
adult learners proceeded to enroll in large numbers. The War in Southeast
Asia and the economic dislocations in various parts of the country led
many men and women to enroll in community colleges in order to find
suitable careers. Many opted for the "two-year" career programs while
others enrolled in the transfer programs leading to a baccalaureate at a
four year institution.
The question of which programs, career or traditional, are more
beneficial to the students, adult or traditional, has been hotly debated.
Some, like Parnell, (1985) argue that the vast majority of students do not
want to go to a four year school and that it is important that the
community colleges strengthen their vocational, i.e. career programs.
Parnell (1990) feels that there is a great need for "technicians" and "that the
associate degree will become an increasingly important credential in the
helping to meet the emerging work force needs of the employer
community" (p. 62).
A number of other commentators make the argument that it is the
transfer function which is more beneficial. They argue that if community
colleges are to be true to their collegiate function and provide true access
they must emphasize the transfer option in order that students receive the
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educational and economic benefits of a baccalaureate (Cohen, 1985;
McGuire & Miller, 1986; Palmer, 1986-87). Others argue with Pincus (1986)
that if community colleges are seen as the "lowest track in a stratified
system of higher education, terminal vocational programs are the lowest
track in a two-year system" (p. 41). Brint & Karabel (1989) provide the most
comprehensive analysis of this position when they claim that the
community college has functioned as part of a stratified higher
educational system which has tended to track working class and minority
students into the lower level technical occupations with the result that
they have "accentuated, rather than reduced existing patterns of social
equality" (p. 226).
An important question, not directly dealt with in the vocational versus
transfer debate, is how enrolling at a community college effects the way
adult students come to see themselves in the world. More particularly for
the purposes of this study, to what extent, if any, do male adult learners go
through a process, described earlier in this section, of perspective
transformation? Is their ability to critically reflect on both their personal
and social position in life enhanced? In regard to the debate mentioned
above, for example, do they passively accept their allotted position in the
economic hierarchy or do they come to question it?
Apple (1985) points out that "[djuring the past decade there has been a
major shift in many of the ways our dominant institutions have been
critically analyzed. We have moved from a focus on the manner in which
social control works to an emphasis on resistance and contestation." He
argues that while people in our most important institutions (such as
«

schools) are subject to dominant ideologies, they find ways to struggle and
resist (p. viii). London (1978) and Weiss (1985) illustrate this point in two
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studies of community colleges, one a predominantly white school and the
other overwhelmingly African-American. They show how students at
these schools create cultures which, in fact, mediate between the
imperatives of the institution and their own desires.
Both London (1978) and Weiss (1985) view the ability of students to
maintain some measure of independence as an indication that their
culture is not a "mirror image of either institutional policies or practices
or larger economic arrangements" (1985, p. 162). On the other hand, while
both view student culture as being resistant to authority, they also see such
culture as often producing the basis of "their own superexploitation."
Giroux (1988) in discussing the role of critical educators argues that
their task "is not to deny working-class culture, but to use it as a starting
point in order to understand how particular students give meaning to the
world." He points out that "students must be able to speak with their own
voices, before they learn how to move outside of their own frames of
reference, before they move from the common sense that prevents them
from understanding the socially constructed sources underlying their own
self-formative processes and what it means to both challenge the latter and
to break with them" (pp. 202-203). It is in this spirit that this study was
undertaken. It utilizes developmental and transformative theory in order
to gain a better understanding of the experience of adult male learners as
they confront new ways of knowing in a community college setting.

Males in Contemporary Society

«

In the last five years there has been a blossoming of what has been
called the "men's movement." Patterned, in part, and inspired by the
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women's movement of the 1970's, it has attempted to raise issues
regarding the plight of men in today's society. Much of the emphasis has
been of an affective nature with its attempts to help men come to terms
with their feelings. In trying to aid males to transcend cognitive processes,
writers such as Bly (1991) and Gillette & Moore (1990) emphasize the
"mythopoetic" as well as the psychotherapeutic in order to help men
overcome isolation and to surface repressed feelings. Bly, who has become
a "guru" of sorts to the "movement" utilizes mythology and fairy tales to
help men move towards a synthesis of both the masculine and feminine
side of their psyches (1991, p. 237).
Much of this literature emphasizes group process to help men express
themselves both verbally and nonverbally. Hundreds of men's groups
have been started around the country. Johnson (1974), deals with the three
stages men go through to achieve a more "enlightened consciousness" of
being male as a consequence of both individual and group meditation.
A more scholarly direction has been taken in the last ten years by a
group of researchers associated with what is called "the new men's
studies" (Brod, 1987). These scholars have been heavily influenced by
feminist scholarship. They view their work as a way to expand gender
studies to an examination of the male experience from an historical and
cross-cultural perspective. Derived from a variety of academic disciplines
these men and women have undertaken, among other things, "an
investigation of interactions between men, with particular emphasis on
how men experience these interactions as men, and not simply as generic
human beings" (Brod & Kaufman, 1994, p. 84). A number of important
works have emerged from this effort as well as two journals including
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The Journal of Men's Studies and Masculinities: Interdisciplinary Stiidips
of Gender.
Men's studies scholars utilize a social constructionist perspective that
examines how men actively construct their "masculinity within a social
and historical framework" (Kimmel & Messener, 1992, p. v). Utilizing the
concept of masculinities in which there is the recognition of the diversity
of men's experiences these writers have deconstructed what sociologist
Joseph Peck (1982) calls the "traditional male sex role model." In a
groundbreaking work. The Myth of Masculinity. Peck (1982) argues that
such a model is not biologically based but rather is historically specific. He
sees this model as positing an ideal which is impossible to attain and
increasingly problematic. Scholars building, in part, on Peck's formulation
have explored the variety of masculinities that they envision having
existed alongside the traditional model all along, as well as the power
relations that have insured the dominance of that model. Philosopher
Harry Brod (1987) edited a volume entitled The Making of Masculinities
in which writers explore the development of a range of masculine models
including those related to race, ethnicity and sexual preference. Articles in
the volume highlight key concepts in men's studies including the power
relations between men and women and between the different "types" of
men. Sociologists Michael Kimmel and Michael Messner (1992) have
published Men's Lives, an anthology "organized around specific themes
that define masculinity and the issues that men confront over their
lifetimes" (p. v). Kimmel is the editor of the journal Masculinities as well
as editor of a series of books published by Sage Publications entitled
Research on Men and Masculinities. He has also recently published a work
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entitled Against the Tide: Pro-Feminist Men in the United States 1776-1990
(1992) in which he documents the variety of approaches to gender in this
country throughout its history.
Recently H. Brod and Canadian political scientist Michael Kaufman
(1994) have edited a volume, Theorizing Masculinities, which contains
some of the latest developments in the field. The first section of the work
focuses on the way men's studies theoreticians have utilized traditional
academic disciplines as well as a number of theoretical approaches
including ethnography, psychoanalysis, neomarxism, feminism, and post¬
modernism. A second section explores the varied application of a men's
studies approach including the effects of military training; colonialism;
ethnic upbringing; and the relationship between biological and cultural
images of men in literature. Finally, The Masculine Self has recently been
published by psychologist Christopher Kilmartin (1994). The work is
aimed at providing an introductory text for the increasingly more
prevalent men's studies courses being given on college campuses. It
provides a "comprehensive coverage of contemporary concepts of gender
and masculinity" and draws on both classic and more recent gender
research.

Summary

The growing literature on development discussed indicates that adults
can develop and change their perception of themselves and the world. In
addition, we have seen that education can be utilized as a means to
provide adults with a way to reflect on their past lives and to ovecome
obstacles that may stand in the way of their cognitive and affective
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development. Community colleges are perhaps the institutions which are
most accessible to adults and therefore are important sites of change.
Finally, the literature on males in our society raises our awareness that
what constitutes normative gender roles is being increasingly questioned.
This paper attempts to draw on the research mentioned in order to
examine concretely how, or if, the perceptions of six men enrolled in a
community college were changed as a result of the experience. In the next
chapter the methods by which this was done will be taken up.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Introduction

The purpose of this study is to examine the experiences of a small
number of adult men who have entered higher education and to
determine if the way they look at themselves and the world has been
altered and, if so, how. It does so through a discussion and analysis which
emphasizes personal and social change in adult learners. Special emphasis
is placed on the transformative theory of adult educator Jack Mezirow.
This is followed by an attempt to compare such theories with the results of
a study I have conducted using a qualitative methodology described by
Merrian as "inquiries in which data have been collected primarily through
interviews and observations with small, non-random samples" (Merriam,
1989, p. 162).
The developmental and transformative theories to be discussed
assume that adults entering higher education have the potential to
develop in such a way that previously unexamined "meaning schemes"
can, with critical reflection, be changed leading to "individual and social
transformation" (Mezirow, 1989, p. 170). I start with a belief that this type
of process is indeed possible. I, therefore, do not begin from a neutral
stance. However, I have remained open to the possibility that such
theories may not be relevant to the sample chosen. It is the hope of this
«

study that, in fact, such theories do have explanatory value in relation to
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adult men and that some of the particular processes involved can be
determined from an in-depth study of a small sample of men.

Background of Method

The overall framework for this study is derived from elements of both
the naturalistic (or interpretive) as well as critical paradigms. Strong
arguments for the efficacy of these approaches to doing research have been
put forth over the last decade or more (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Bredo &
Feinberg, 1982) and it is useful to review them before proceeding to the
details of the methodology of this particular study.
Reflecting on the nature of truth and reality is never an easy task. Why
do we know what we know and how do we know the truth is really the
truth? Can we, in fact, objectively determine the validity of what we think
we know? In trying to seriously engage in doing research it is important to
determine whether we can arrive at answers that not only make sense to
the researcher but also to his/her audience.
The positivist approach, which until recently has been the main
research paradigm, assumes that we can determine the truth by using the
correct analytic tools. The author of a leading text on the foundations of
educational research states that such methods are "devised to provide
investigators with techniques, procedures and knowledge to study
problems within a scientific framework that encourages the resolution of
problems by rational and empirical means" (Sax, 1979, p. xii). He asserts
that observation and experience "are the primary means of obtaining
«

knowledge and that other approaches (intuition and common sense, for
example) are relegated to a lower priority should they be in conflict with
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empirically obtained data." Such data is to be obtained through techniques
such as testing which is used to "observe how students will respond under
some specified and uniform conditions" and experiments which are
"performed to control (and eliminate or hold constant) certain
observations" (pp. 6-7).
On the basis of this positivist methodology one can develop theories
defined as a "unified system of principles, definitions, postulates and other
observations organized to most simply explain the relationship among
variables" (p. 7). Such theories are derived empirically and allow for the
formulation of scientific laws which tell us what is true about the
objective world. Researchers in this scheme are seen as being ideologically
free in regard to their subjects (i.e., they are able to search for truth with
the conviction that they are free of any subjective taint).
This ideological free perspective is referred to by Lincoln & Guba (1985)
as "the conventional paradigm" (p. 2). As a method of research it has had
great appeal because it assumes that we can determine truth by using the
correct analytic tools. However some alternative approaches, including the
naturalistic and critical paradigms, have much to commend themselves to
the researcher. While they may differ among themselves they are in
agreement that ideology plays a role in formal inquiry. They define the
researcher as a "member of a culture mired in history. . . . [tjheory and
discourse of inquiry cannot be divorced from the social process; rather it
reflects hopes, values, beliefs and commitments of people's struggle with
existence" (Popkowitz, 1981, p. 162).
Those researchers who are what Smith (1987) calls "openly ideological
«

inquirers" (p. 2) bring to research a view of the world that influences their
work. Such bias is seen as being not only necessary, but unavoidable since
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science of whatever stripe "is human enterprise carried on inside of a
political and social system, and cannot step outside itself or those who
perform it. It is therefore a valued based, value-determined, context
situated and ideologically loaded enterprise" (Lincoln, 1988, p. 1). Ideology
can then be defined "more than a system of ideas; it has to do with the
capacity to inspire concrete attitudes and provide an orientation to action"
(Bottomore, 1983, p. 222).
Those inquirers who are admittedly ideological see reality as being
socially constructed and therefore seek to not only allow their own
assumptions to come to the fore but also but also see their research as
being a collaboration between themselves and the subject(s) of their
investigation. This is in contrast to the positivist approach which can be
perceived as being authoritarian in that the researcher is in control and
views his/her subject as an object to be manipulated (Lincoln, 1988, p. 4).
Thus positivist researchers reflect the unequal power relationships of the
society of which they are part. By not admitting to this situation they
distort the results of their inquiry while proclaiming that they are, in fact,
being objective.
Open inquirers, however, design research strategies that recognize the
interaction between their own view of the world and that of their subjects.
They accept that there are "multiple perspectives" and that the interaction
between these perspectives in the process of research can yield results that
are not only quite fruitful but are in keeping with a commitment to a
more open society. They realize that these perspectives are rooted in the
world as experienced by themselves as well as their subjects. While there
«

are important differences in the way non-positivist researchers view the
origin of meaning, there is the general recognition that researchers must
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be cognizant of their own ideological framework and they must avoid
"imposing meaning on situations rather than constructing meaning
through negotiations with research participants" (Lather, 1988, p. 9).

Researcher's Role

The method chosen and the product of research itself reflect an
ideological choice on the part of the researcher. Quantitative methods are
generally viewed as being value-free, but in fact make certain assumptions
in regard to, for example, the separation of cause and effect and the way
data are reported. As Lincoln & Guba (1985) point out, "many of the forms
and formations which array and display quantitative data are inaccessible
for purposes of interpretation to any but those with extensive experience
in their interpretation . . . but qualitative data, arranged in the form of
narrative reports in natural language, are accessible to anyone who is
functionally literate" (p. 12).
In addition, the words chosen by researchers is important. If "language
is a coding system that clarifies and organizes the external world ..." then
the way people "come to understand their world and act within it is
subject to" its mediation (Sharp, 1981, p. 126). Therefore, open inquirers
attempt to be up front with the language they use and are as clear as
possible about what they are trying to communicate. Since ideology does
permeate the way we think, researchers have to try to understand the way
in which their reports support or challenge particular ideological
positions.
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Differences and Similarities between the Naturalistic and
Critical Paradigms

For the researcher there are differences between the naturalistic and
critical paradigms. Each, however, has something to offer. Developing
universal laws, for example, which has been the dream of the positivist, is
seen differently from the vantage point of the naturalistic researcher.
From the latter's point of view "the world is neither the mechanistic sum
of its parts nor is it hierarchically ordered. The world exists not by cause
and effect relationships but in large part due to the 'natives' social
construction of reality" (Tierney, 1988, p. 226). Absolute truth is
problematic and trying to discover it is probably an impossible task. This
realization, as Lincoln & Guba (1985) make clear, should discourage us
from thinking that we can learn the "absolute" truth about the world.
Researchers can, however, arrive at some level of understanding. If, as
researchers, we start with limited goals and respect for our subjects we can
arrive at results that, while modest, are certainly more realistic than the
claims made by the positivist researchers (p. 37).
The naturalistic paradigm, as pointed out, also makes sense because it
is based on the premise that understanding is negotiable. Rather than
seeing the truth as existing "out there" to be discovered, it sees it as
constantly being created by each individual.
The emphasis on the negotiation of truth, however, seems more
difficult to comprehend when viewed solely from the naturalistic or
«

interpretist perspective. Bredo & Feinberg (1982) argue that critical theory
"may offer a more comprehensive, more adequate basis of understanding
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educational and social scientific research" (p. 440). For example, it is
important to examine the social base of the researcher her/himself. It is
one thing to try to equalize the relationship between researcher and
subject as the naturalistic researcher attempts to do. However, in what way
does the issue of class play in that relationship?
The critical theorist puts power relationships more firmly into the
equation than does the advocate of the naturalist approach. Wenger (1988)
characterizes most social scientific research as robbing subjects of their
knowledge and using it against them. This is an insight derived from
Marx's theory of commodity fetishism. Marx argues that under capitalism
human labor is turned into commodities which then confront their
producers in an alienated form. Wenger adapts this insight in pointing
out that social scientists transform self-understanding of "history making
subjects" into "findings." Such "findings (are) decipherable only by
'experts', and meaningful only in the context of interests which are likely
than not hostile to those of the class whose self-reflection have thus been
mutated" (1988, pp. 158-160). While the qualitative methodology called for
by the naturalist paradigm tries to avoid this process by attempting to
recognize the role of the subject being researched, there is, for the most
part, not the same awareness of the socioeconomic context as in the critical
perspective. As Bredo & Feinberg (1982) point out, "critical theory takes
into account . . . the relation between the framework of the knower and
the framework supported by the dominant authorities or elite (p. 430).
The critical paradigm is important because it emphasizes such "real
world concepts as historical change and class relations. It is also valuebased in that it sees research as being in the service of change, and has the
ability to better meet specifically human needs through the use of theory"
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(p. 441). Critical theory sees truth as not existing a priori. Rather, in Stanley
Aronowitz's words, truth is seen as "the critical exposition of the relations
of humans to nature within a developing, historically mediated context"
(McLaren, 1987, p. 31). Research in this sense is not a matter of discovering
what is from the outside, but rather coming to a general understanding of
what is within a particular context that is itself in the process of changing.
Humans, then, are both change agents and subject to change. In this sense
new worlds are not "out there" to be discovered; rather, they have to be
created. It is the researcher's role to help in their creation.
It is important to emphasize, though, that the critical theorist is not
immune to the power relations involved in the process of doing research.
Lather (1990) points out that the post-modern emphasis on power
relations as an all pervasive force suggests that we be suspicious "of the
intellectual who both objectifies and speaks for others [and] inveighs us to
develop a kind of self-reflectivity that will enable us to look closely at our
own practice in terms of how we contribute to dominance in spite of our
liberatory intentions" (p. 15).

Research Design

Given the theoretical framework discussed above, I have conducted my
research in as open a manner as possible employing the principle of
reciprocity (Lather, 1990, pp. 57-61). I have shared with the subjects the
intent of my research and elicited feedback from them whenever possible.
My primary method has been indepth interviewing followed by one group
session.
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Site of study

The site of this study is a medium-size public community college
located in a small industrial city in southeastern Massachusetts. The
college has a daytime enrollment of approximately 2800 FTE students. In
addition, it also has nearly 2700 students in its Division of Continuing
Education (DCE) although most of these students are not full-time. Of the
day students nearly 30% could be classified as adult learners, with 8% of
these students being male (BCC Demographics, 1991).

Sample

The subjects of this study are 6 adult male learners who have
successfully completed two semesters of full-time studies (at least eight
courses) at the College and were enrolled during the period of the study.
The six were chosen from a list of all male returning students enrolled
full-time at the college as of spring, 1993. During the Summer of 1993,1
contacted each person through a letter and followed that up with either a
phone call or in-person contact. I explained the purpose of the study and
the circumstance in which it was to be carried out.

Individual Interview Process

I interviewed each man three times for approximately an hour each.
The format was open-ended in order that the questions would allow
"respondents to respond in their own terms" (Patton, 1980, p. 212). At the
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same time the questions were standardized so that the "interviewees are
asked the same basic questions in the same order." This allows
respondents "to answer the same questions, thus increasing comparability
of responses; data are complete for each person on the topics addressed in
the interview" (p. 206).

Questions related to the following topics (see Appendix A):
a. Past personal history and experience with education
b. Conditions which led them to enroll at the college
c. Their perceptions of their experiences at the college up to the time
of the interview
d. Their perception of how they feel their education will influence
them in the future

The first interview dealt with the first two questions and the second
with the latter two. The third was used to complete unanswered questions
and to allow the subjects to deal with "feelings roused, often covertly, in
order to 'unlock' deeper levels of data content. . . and to give back to
respondents a picture of how the data are viewed both to return
something to research participants and to check descriptive and
interpretative/analytical data" (Laslett & Rappapart in Lather, 1990, p. 57).
All interviews were audio-taped. Tape recording allows for "accuracy of
data collection" and "permits the interviewer to be more attentive to the
interviewee." At the same time notes were taken in order to help in
formulating further questions, make comments on insights, nonverbal
clues, etc., and to indicate key areas to search for on tapes (Lincoln & Guba,
1985, p. 272; Patton, 1980, p. 247). Full transcripts were made from the tapes
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so as to be able to accurately reconstruct what had transpired and to utilize
accurate quotations.

Group Interview Process

A second procedure used was a group interview session which lasted
approximately two hours and was held after the three individual
interviews had been completed. In this group interview the participants
were asked to comment on the questions raised in the individual sessions
as well as preliminary feedback given by the researcher who functioned as
moderator. Each member had a chance to respond to questions and a
general discussion ensued.
The purpose of the group interview was to bring forth information
that might not have emerged in the earlier sessions. As Proctor (1991)
points out "participants can 'piggyback' ideas and thus expand their
response potential" (p. 64). In addition, the interaction of group members
provides a rich environment in which to obtain data. According to
Lederman: "The tone of the discussion, the quality of the emotional
response, and the entire affective dimension become part of the
information gathered ..." (p. 65). Through this process I had an
opportunity to see the participants in a group setting and also to see
whether the themes that had emerged stood up in the rough and tumble
of group discussion or in one way or another needed to be modified.
The group interview session was audio-taped and lasted approximately
two hours. It is my hope that by incorporating all these modalities into my
«

methodologies, the subjects of this study will have received feedback from
two sources, (i.e., from the researcher and from each other). In this way
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they have gained from this experience and their growth has been
enhanced.

Data Analysis

Patton (1980) warns researchers that in attempting to make sense out of
data collected they should keep in mind that: "conjectures and
speculations, should not. . . be derived simply from theoretical
predispositions . . . The Cardinal principle of qualitative analysis is that
causal relationships and theoretical statements be clearly emergent from
and grounded in the phenomena studied" (p. 278). This presents a possible
problem since this study is guided by a number of developmental and
transformative learning theories and particularly the work of Jack
Mezirow.
Lather (1990) suggests a possible resolution of this problem through her
perspective on theory as helping to orient the researcher to the context in
which subjects live and act in the world. She argues at the same time that:
"Theory adequate to the task of changing the world must be open-ended,
non-dogmatic, speaking to and grounded in the circumstances of everyday
life" (p. 55). In other words, theory helps to provide a frame of reference
and acts as a guiding principle. It is, however, "theory which grows out of
context-embedded data, not in a way that automatically rejects a priori
theory, but in a way that keeps preconceptions from distorting the logic of
evidence" (p. 62).
Operationalizing such a perspective necessitates a large measure of self¬
reflection. As Lather points out: "Empirical evidence must be viewed as a
mediator for a constant self and theoretical interrogation between self and
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theory" (p. 62). She warns the researcher that attempting this path takes
one into "uncharted territory" since: "Guidelines for developing critical
self-awareness, hence, are rare" (p. 63). However, a direction which she
points to as leading the way involves the researcher being as open-ended
as possible, "dialogically reciprocal" and "grounded in respect to human
capacity" (p. 65).
In this spirit, as indicated above, I have interacted with the subjects of
this study. I have listened carefully to what they have told me in order to
see where their stories converge and deviate from the developmental,
transformative and emancipatory theories which act as a backdrop to this
study. In particular, I have carefully examined Mezirow's theory of
"perspective transformation" in light of the data that I generated. I have
attempted to determine, for example, if the adult students that I
interviewed have begun to develop the ability to reflect on prior
assumptions and whether they feel more comfortable dealing with abstract
concepts. These are processes that Mezirow (1991) predicts may occur as a
consequence of engaging in a course of study in college.
I have employed the principle of self-reflexivity by revealing "how a
priori theory has been changed by the logic of the data" (Lather, 1990, p. 67)
In other words, I have tried to keep an open mind to the possibility that
what my subjects report may not conform in some or all ways with what
the theory predicts may occur. I have attempted to determine to what
extent the theory needs to be modified (p. 67). I have also employed the
principle of "face validity" by feeding back to the subjects tentative
conclusions and eliciting feedback so as to the extent possible, refine my
understanding of what the subjects are reporting (pp. 67-68). In addition, as
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indicated above, I hopefully have given something back to the subjects
that will be able to assist in their development.
Finally, I have employed the principle of triangulation by including
multiple data sources including the individual interviews, and the group
interviews. In this way I have been able to view the data from at least two
perspectives "which build on the strength of each type of data collection
while minimizing the weaknesses of any single approach (Patton, 1980, p.
158).
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS

Since entering college I feel a lot better about
myself—it has built up my self-esteem.
Matthew McGann

I look at things different now. College has given
me a new perspective on life.
Henry Logan

College has given me a new start.
Mitchell Rollins

Coming to school has satisfied my curiosity about
what college would be like.
John Correia

College has clarified my career goals.
Steven Simms

I feel like a kid again ... doing things that I hadn't
had a chance to do before.
Sam Brooks
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Introduction

In this chapter the data collected from the interviews of the six men are
presented. The purpose of the interviews was to discover in what ways
these individuals have changed their perceptions of themselves and the
world. The questions asked of them dealt with prior experiences with
schooling, experiences since leaving secondary school, events and
circumstances that led them to matriculate at the community college and
their experiences to date as a student at the college. The specific questions
asked of them include the following:

1. Describe your experience with education through the time you
entered college.
2. Discuss the events and circumstances of your life between the
time you left high school and entered college.
3. Discuss your reasons and any expectations you had for
entering college.
4. Discuss your college experience to date. In what ways has it
been what you expected? How has it been different?

While each of these men is unique and have clearly had different life
experiences, certain patterns emerge from the interviews. First, all the six
men had negative experiences with education during the lower grades and
high school. Consequently, they did not view themselves as successful
learners. Secondly, they spent a number of years after school in the service
and/or working which helped them mature but did not provide them
with a direction in life. Thirdly, they eventually found themselves in life
and/or work situations where going back to school appeared to be the
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most viable option open to them. Finally, while they were apprehensive
about the prospect of going to college, they discovered that their previous
perception of schooling did not accurately account for what they
eventually came to experience at the community college.
Five of the six men not only survived in college but have experienced
some profound changes in the way they view education and the world.
The sixth has had a more difficult time although he acknowledges some
important changes in his thinking as a consequence of enrolling in
college. A review of the experience of these men since the onset of their
early schooling indicates that they have undergone changes in their
perception of themselves and the world with particular emphasis on the
value and utility of education and learning. These changes can been seen
within the following framework:

1. Perspective on education, learning and self established: Initial
experiences with schooling and life.
2. Perspective on education, learning and self challenged: Posthigh school life experiences.
3. Perspective on education, learning and self transformed: The
collegiate experience.

Perspective on Education. Learning and Self Established:
Initial Experiences with Schooling and Life

The early educational experiences of the men interviewed for this
study were to say the least uninspiring. Both their experiences in school as
«

well as their expectations for what the result of their schooling would be
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for their life chances combined to dampen their hope to successfully
"make it in the world."
John Correia, who at forty-nine (49) is the oldest of the men, grew up in
an old mill town in southeastern Massachusetts populated by a variety of
ethnic groups. John went to a Catholic elementary school where, as he
points out, there was "a lot of discipline and a lot of moral teaching that
taught me fear." He recalls that he felt "all chained up in every aspect" by
the experience. In school, infractions against the rules brought swift
punishment that was supported by his parents who expected him to "toe
the line" and listen to his teachers. John does not remember anything in
his elementary school experience that motivated him to become interested
in learning.
After eighth grade John had enough of parochial school and was able to
convince his parents to let him go to a public high school. While he found
high school to be less restrictive he was not any more inspired to succeed
academically. He enrolled in a "college general thing" but had little
interest in any of the subjects he was learning. He recalls one of his history
teachers as being interesting but he did not see history as "a valuable
subject as far as having any meaning" because he didn't think "it could be
used for anything." John does not recall anyone in high school pushing
him to think of a career and he admits that even if they had tried "I wasn't
listening ... to be honest, I can't say I ever wanted to be this or that... I
just wanted to leave the house and have money and girls . . .
When he graduated in 1965 John's overwhelming feeling was one of
"relief that I finally got out." Despite living near a newly founded
community college he did not see post-secondary education as a reality for
a number of reasons. He did not have any idea of what he wanted to study
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and he had not done well in math and languages which he felt would
keep him from "getting a degree." However, more fundamentally, he
admits to not going to college "because I wasn't smart enough to go [and]
no one told me differently." Instead of going to college he went into the
service as did many other working class "kids" who didn't have recourse
to an educational deferment. It was this step that John feels began his
"real" education.
Henry Logan, forty-six (46) grew up in a different part of the country
and in a different environment than John but ended up in a similar place.
He spent his youth and adolescence in Parkerburg, West Virginia living
for the most part in orphanages. As he puts it:

Instead of a mother or father and brothers and sisters
[there] was the state . . . they took care of you until you were
eighteen years old and then they booted you out on the street,
and from there they hoped you didn't get into any trouble.

The homes that Henry was placed in were staffed by people who "were
not trained, and they were very abusive." This was particularly the case in
the first institution he lived in until he was twelve years old. The second
orphanage had "a little more leniency" and was located on a small farm
where he had a chance to "keep busy." On the whole he feels that his stay
at those places was one of survival:
You're surviving, you're not growing up ... so by the
time I was 17 years old, I was ready to go anywhere or do
anything' I had to do to escape the situation I was in . . .
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Given Henry's situation, school was not a priority for him. As he
points out: "I had to go to school because I had to; I didn't go to school
because I wanted to." In the public grade school that he attended, Henry
suffered physical punishment for infractions of the rules. "They would
give you the boar die . . . they'd bend you over and make you grab your
ankles and whack you with a board three or four or five times." He doesn't
remember learning much under these conditions. "Nobody really pushed
you to succeed ... I never received a 'B' on a report card or an 'A' ever. 'C's
were the highest grade I ever got, and when I got a'C'I was really happy
about it."
Not surprisingly Henry's view of education was very pragmatic:

I knew you had to have some sort of math background . . .
because you're going to be dealing with currency and
money ... I knew you had to read and write. You had to
sign your name and you have to read things and follow
instructions ... I didn't care much for poetry, for art or
anything that didn't fit in with what you are going to need
everyday.
When Henry entered junior high school he did receive support from
one teacher who eventually became vice-principal. The man provided
some encouragement to him. "He would always try to convince me that . .
. there was more in life than what you are experiencing now . . .

Henry

had already been far behind in school and when he was in the ninth grade
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he decided to leave and join the Marines. His friend encouraged him
because as Henry surmised:

[MJaybe that once he gets into the service, now he is going
to advance and now he is going to be around other people
other than the type of people that he is used to being with,
and that I'm going to realize . . . what an education is
worth. ..

Like John, Henry came to see entering the service as a significant
milestone in his life. It was the beginning of his independence and his real
education. As he remembers it:

I joined and I was gone ... I was on my way into the world
. . . lots of times I considered that basically a birthdate to
me because I was basically robbed of my childhood ... and
I didn't start growing until I got out of the service . .. [the]
service, it was actually an advanced educational
experience for me.

Matthew McGann forty-three (43) grew up in the same small mill town
as John Correia and like John attended parochial school during the
elementary grades. However, despite negative experiences there he
continued through high school in the catholic system which had a
profound effect on his view of education. As he remembers his early
education: "the first couple of years . . . was relatively good [although] strict
and the rest of the time . . . was a negative experience." Fourth grade was
«

the dividing point for him. During that year he became ill with childhood
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diabetes which left him with a steadily deteriorating eyesight. At the same
time he had a teacher, a nun, who Matthew says:

I'll never forget. . . she was kind of rough. I can remember
clearly having my head being put against the blackboard.
You could never move and everything was what I would
call military.

From fourth grade on his grades began to decline and he began to rebel
because "I didn't care for the parochial school system ..." He began to
"skip school and fake illness and stuff like that." His feelings about school
became even worse after he entered an all boy's Catholic junior-senior
high school. In the seventh grade which was "education wise, the worst
year of my life" he encountered a teacher, a brother from Canada, who
perpetuated atrocities on the students in his class:

This gentleman was 6 feet 4 about 300 pounds and
students in the whole class took a physical beating on a
regular basis . . . every morning he would put on his
gloves and take out a two foot ruler, and it was really thick
... [and] everybody would be lined up to be beaten across
the hands with it. . . the geeks, the mama boys, whatever,
came in for particularly harsh treatment.
Matthew flunked the class along with more than half the students.
However, the Brother's "over zealousness" was finally disclosed and he
was fired. The students were then passed on to eighth grade. However, the
«

year had been "miserable and needless to say, I guess, we didn't get all that
much education."
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This type of treatment continued for Matthew when in ninth grade he
received the "worst beating of my life" from the principal who was
"eventually institutionalized." Yet Matthew continued to go to the school
"out of respect for your parents, you grew up in the parish and that was
the way it was" although "I kind of didn't like going to school if this is the
way it was." His feeling was that "I just wanted to get through high
school" which he did in 1968. He had "no intentions of going to college"
but also wasn't eligible for the military because of his disability. After
working a number of part-time jobs he did enter a vocational program and
was trained in data processing and computer programming. However, in
the end he didn't like working with computers and "he had had it with
school" and instead took a job working in a textile company.
Sam Brooks, thirty-eight (38), grew up in a working class neighborhood
outside of Boston. Like John and Matthew he began his educational career
attending a parochial school and like all three previous men he does not
have fond memories of his early schooling. As he points out "the teachers
weren't as sensitive as they are today . . . they were a lot stricter and
physical punishment was doled, you know, with the blessing of your
parents." His treatment at the hands of the "nuns" "who would throw a
book at your head ... or use the ruler, that was another favorite" led him
to develop a "dislike for authority."
Like John Correia, Sam finally left the parochial school system and
"was thrust into the public school system which was in total opposition of
the parochial school system ... it was almost like Christmas." However, it
created confusion in his mind because although there wasn't a dress code
and there were fewer rules, there was still corporal punishment and he
became "sick of all the people hitting." Combined with his home
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environment "which was pretty physical ... It seemed like the whole
world I lived in was physical." Sam started to "miss school, and hook
school ... I lost total interest in school."
When he was in tenth grade Sam dropped out of school for a year, but
returned because he "wanted the diploma." He had little interest in what
he was studying although he had some sense that if he had done better he
would have liked to enter the field of medicine. However, as he points
out:

You have to remember that this is a kid that came from
the projects in the inner city and lived in a dysfunctional
alcoholic household so the idea of getting money to go to
medical school or even where to start made this
impossible.

Instead when it was time to graduate and he was five points short his
principal told him that if "I went into the military, he'd get me out of
there and that's what I did. I joined the Marine Corps." Like John Correia
and Henry Logan, Sam saw entering the service as the beginning of his
"real education."
Mitchell Rollins, thirty-one (31), is the only one of the six men
interviewed who grew up in what can be construed as a more middle class
environment. He attended kindergarten in a small city in southeastern
Massachusetts but soon moved to a more rural environment outside of
the city. He recalls that although he was interested in "learning stuff about
the environment like water and woodlands" he was not interested "in the
«

whole school thing ... it just bored me." That attitude stayed with him
throughout his early school career. While he was spared the physical
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punishment of the other men he feels that he wasn't inspired in any way.
He believes he survived his schooling by being "invisible." As he puts it "I
used to sit there and they never noticed me."
When Mitch entered high school he didn't consider a college
preparatory track because of his grades. He had developed a fear of writing
and as he said "I really wasn't thinking back then . . . there was no prep
about anything about the future. I was trying to get through school." His
parents had not gone to college and he did not have much of a vision of
what that would be like. In addition, when he was a sophomore he moved
to another school which served to isolate him more than ever. However,
he did retain an interest in the outdoors and continued to read books and
magazines dealing with the subject as well as watch shows such as
"National Geographic Presents."
In his junior year in high school Mitch realized that a job working in
the outdoors was a possibility and there were schools that would train a
person for that type of occupation. Because of his poor grades and lack of
college preparation he discovered that he was limited in which colleges he
could apply to. Eventually, he found a two-year college in Colorado that
would accept him on probation and he entered the school upon
graduation. Unfortunately, he discovered that although he "learned alot
about myself . .. academically I didn't do too well." He was asked to leave
school and although he was reinstated he ultimately dropped out and
moved back to Massachusetts.
The youngest of the men interviewed Steven Simms, thirty years old
(30), grew up in the same city as John Correia and Matthew McGann. He
had a generally positive experience in the lower grades although he was
forced to repeat first grade which "hurt my self esteem. Throughout his
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elementary school days he was what he considered an "average student."
When he entered middle school, though, his grades improved.
Consequently, when he was ready to go to high school he was persuaded
to go to a private preparatory school which became "definitely a transition
point for" him.
Steve was raised by his grandparents from the time he was two years
old and his grandfather, who was a successful businessman, helped him to
get into "the academy." Unfortunately, he soon discovered that no
accommodations had been made to help him adjust to the new school
environment. Although he tried to succeed he saw his dreams of a
preparatory school education "turn into a nightmare ... I was absolutely
lost." The level of work was above where he had been at the public middle
school and he received no academic assistance. As he recalls it:

I was never approached by a tutor and when I failed they
let me fail ... It was totally insane to do that to a young
kid who had never been away from home [and] who is in
a totally different environment and not teaching him
what he needs to succeed.
In addition, he was treated as an outsider because he came from the "city."
After a year at "the academy" Steve "flunked out" and he had to repeat
ninth grade at his home town public high school. He found this
experience very demoralizing and had little motivation to succeed.

I

became really involved in smoking pot and hanging out in the courtyard
and not going to school. . . and I hung out with a bunch of kids, maybe
called a gang, but I never thought of it as a gang. He ended up getting
suspended a number of times for fighting. He barely passed the year and
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continued this behavior into the tenth grade. At that point he decided to
drop out because he had the attitude that "when you think you can't
achieve something you leave." He also felt that since his grandfather had
dropped out in the ninth grade and had become successful, maybe a degree
was unnecessary. However, after leaving school he took his GED tests and
received a certificate after which he moved to Florida with a little financial
backing from his grandparents. Again, like the other five men
interviewed he saw his post-high school experience in the world as the
beginning of his "real education."

Perspective on Education. Learning and Self Challenged:
Post-High School Life Experiences

After generally negative experiences in elementary and high school the
six men saw going into the world as a chance to escape from what they had
experienced as a repressive environment.
When John Correia was inducted into the army he remembers that:

I thought it was a cool thing. It was something that my
friends had joined [and] when I finally got drafted it was
like, oh good, lets see how this works. I had visions of
fighting for my country
John ended up in Vietnam, which like many other young men, turned
into a disillusioning experience. He had thought that in Vietnam
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"everybody would be treated equal." He found, however, that there were
inequalities in the service:

There were people who had servants and their own
personal transportation . . . and there were the have nots
who were out in the field who never even got a hot meal .
. . I saw both sides and it was totally unfair and I couldn't
understand why this was going on.

After a short time "in country" John was wounded which left him
paralyzed and in hospitals for many months. His perception of the
inequalities in the service were exacerbated by this experience. After he left
the hospital he sought an honorable discharge because "I had had enough .
. . I had trusted the government and they had lied." His felt his experience
had matured him, though, and had made him more critical of society.
When he returned to his home town John eventually obtained a stable
job as a worker in an electronics factory. He became president of his local
union, which lead him into his first encounter with an education that he
feels meant something to him. He was instrumental in getting the
national union to provide formal training to the officers so they would be
able to "read the contract. . . learn how to file a grievance, and you know,
union issues and stuff like that." The classes were held at Southeastern
Massachusetts University (SMU). This was the first time that John had
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entered a college campus. He and his officers learned about labor history
and the "struggle" and they:

got all fired up, and then we started to use the contract for
anything imaginable . . . [W]e were on fire, we were ready
... we used to be up four nights out of five talking union
stuff.

Eventually, John negotiated a contract that he felt was good but was
criticized by some of the membership "for not being radical enough."
Disappointed at the reception his efforts received John resigned as
president but he remained active in the union for a number of years.
In the late 1970s the economy caught up with John and he was laid off.
By this time he was married and had children. He held a number of jobs as
a mechanic and sheet metal worker until the jobs dried up in the recession
of the late 1980s. Under the auspices of the Veterans Administration (VA)
he took aptitude tests which indicated that he had the ability to be an
engineer. Still having doubts about his ability to succeed in college he
initially resisted enrolling at the local community college. However, with
few other prospects he finally convinced himself that he could do it and
enrolled in the spring Semester, 1991.
Henry Logan, like John, grew up while in the service. He had the
opportunity to travel to a variety of places from "Mexico to Okinawa." As
he puts it: ."..I got a lot of different ideas on how people do things ..." He
also received formal training in electronics and communication.
Eventually, he was assigned to a "recon unit" (similar to Green Berets) and
sent to Vietnam. He had some reservations about going but as he says:
"We were in the Marines ... so no one of us said anything about, well.
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hey, no I don't want to be in this outfit." As it turned out the camaraderie
that he experienced in such a close unit gave him for the first time the
feeling that "I belonged. Like I actually belonged to something."
Like most other veterans Henry spent a year in Vietnam and then was
sent back to the States where he remained in the service for another year
before being discharged at the age of 20. He went back to West Virginia
"but there was nothing there." He still wasn't "educationally oriented so
going back to school wasn't in the cards." Instead, "I left for a warmer
climate" and ended up in Florida where he became involved in
construction, met his wife and started a family.
Like John Correia, Henry eventually came to see his wartime
experience more cynically than he had initially. As he explains it: "I
thought I was fighting Communism that was headed for the United States,
so I wanted to be a patriotic hero." However, when in his thirties he had a
serious accident he discovered that he wouldn't receive any significant
help from the government. He came to feel that "the form of government
we have is as corrupt as a lot of governments in other countries ..." He
also came to feel that: "If I had been more educated ... I would have had a
better idea of what was going on." His view of education began to change.
"I wanted to educate myself so that I wouldn't fall into the same situation
where I couldn't be fooled into doing something for the wrong reasons."
Henry's accident ultimately cost him a leg and led he and his family to
New England to be near his in-laws. Eventually he ended up on welfare.
He discovered that he needed expertise to get off welfare and to learn more
about "the system." At the age of forty he decided to get his GED and
discovered that "learning wasn't as hard as I thought it was." After getting
his certificate "with high scores", he was informed by a counselor that I
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could go to college." Like John Correia he had doubts about this step. "I
thought college was harder than what it is . . . that there would be just too
much to learn." Nevertheless a couple of years later, in the fall of 1993, he
decided to try it as a last resort.
Matt McGann's life after school was less adventuresome than John
Correia and Henry Logan. He remained in his home town and continued
to work at the factory. Eventually, he married, "which was a little more
responsibility, but the bills were getting paid, and I was still sort of leading
a happy and stationary life." As he got older he became more concerned
about what he was accomplishing in his life. Then the company he had
worked for decided to move and he found himself unemployed. He was
unable to get a job because of both the economy and the fact that his
disability, which impaired his vision, did not allow him to drive.
Realizing that he had to develop some sort of expertise Matthew took a
few computer courses and "did alright." However, he soon realized that
he needed a degree and he was able to get the Massachusetts Commission
for the Blind to send him to school full-time. Like the others he was
anxious about whether he could succeed because he felt that he was "an
old man." However, a friend advised him that "look, you are going for
yourself, and that's basically what it is, and that gave me a little push." He
enrolled full-time at the community college in the fall, 1991.
Sam Brooks was only seventeen when he entered the Marines.
However, he succeeded in getting the training necessary to become in his
words "one of the top mechanic crew chiefs in the squadron." He was
assigned to a helicopter unit and was eventually sent to Vietnam where
he was involved in the evacuation of Saigon in 1973. Afterwards he was
sent to the Middle East and assisted in the clearing of the Suez Canal after
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the third Israeli-Arab War. He views his experience in the military as very
positive because it gave him a sense of accomplishment and expanded his
world outlook.
Despite these positive changes Sam was unable to break bad habits of
"drinking and smoking reefer." He "lost a couple of stripes and things like
that." When he was transferred back to the states and stationed near
Boston because of his father's serious illness he ended up getting into
further trouble. He sees moving back closer to his family as leading to an
"increased intake of drugs and alcohol... for which I almost got busted . . .
I finished by the skin of my teeth and I got an honorable discharge."
When Sam left the service he was 24 years old. Despite a growing
reliance on drugs and alcohol the service had kept him "relatively stable."
Once out he was "left with nothing." He made an attempt to enroll at
Wentworth Institute to study "aircraft and engines" and nearly made it
through the first year. However, there was a big battle going on between
his occupational goals and drugs. On the day of his first final examination
he drove to Wentworth:
It was left into the parking lot or right onto Parker Street
in Roxbury which is known as a drug haven . . . and I took
the right and got high . . . that has been the costliest,
literally, mistake of my life . . . that right turn led to a long
road of drug addiction . . . that ended only three years ago
When Mitchell Rollins moved back to Massachusetts after his
unsuccessful try at college in Colorado he "floated for a while. He moved
«

back with his "parents for awhile . . . got a job in a supermarket, working at
that for five years ... I also spent a lot of time really partying, doing a fair
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amount of drugs and drinking and stuff." However, it didn't reach the
point where "I ever needed help to stop. Once I decided to stop, I just
stopped."
What helped Mitch was his continuing interest in the outdoors. He
began to volunteer with the Lloyd Center, an institute for environmental
studies aimed at elementary and secondary school students. "One thing
led to another and a job came up . . . and it turned into a permanent
position." He then came to see that this line of work had career
possibilities because "I was learning about things and I'm being paid to do
things that I actually like to do."
At the Lloyd Center Mitch was given the opportunity to do a number
of jobs from maintenance to teaching. Much of what he did he learned
from observation as well as "one on one" instruction from the Center
staff. He came to realize that: "I'm not much of a classroom learner as I am
a hands on field type person." However, he soon realized that "I had to go
back to school... I came to my senses that if I wanted to keep going in this
[work] I had to get a degree." This fact was driven home to Mitch when he
was eventually laid off from his job because of budget cuts. He was able to
obtain a position at the Boston Aquarium but he realized that he would
need a degree. Mitch applied to the University of Massachusetts
Dartmouth but was turned down because of his high school record. He
was advised to go to the local community college and obtain the necessary
credits to allow him to transfer. He initially began to take night courses
while working full-time. However, he realized that going full-time would
help him finish in a more timely fashion.
Steven Simms views his life before entering college as being chaotic.
However, in retrospect he feels that his mistakes eventually led him in
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the right direction. Moving to Florida and living on his own taught him
about struggling financially and how to find a job to pay for a meal and a
place to stay. However, being on his own at such a young age led him into
trouble. A "drug habit" which he had acquired in the preparatory school
became worse and by "age 22 I'm a full blown addict."
Steve returned to his hometown in 1982 and ended up getting arrested
for assault and battery. His case was continued and he searched for
something meaningful to do. He tried to enter the army but was rejected
because of the drugs. He entered the local community college for the first
time but dropped out after flunking his first test and "that was the last I
saw of school... I ended up going into the workforce and I didn't mention
school until October, 1992."
Steve finally entered a halfway house about thirty miles from his
hometown and was able to recover from his addiction. He met a women
whom he eventually married. Then he was injured on the job and
decided to return to his hometown where he obtained a job selling
insurance. The position helped him financially, and he and his wife were
even able purchase a home. However, he found the job to be too high
pressured. He didn't like "conning people" and "I went on blood-pressure
pills and the works."
When a downturn in the economy resulted in falling sales, Steve
decided to leave the job which resulted in his "going on unemployment"
and a resulting drop in his economic and psychological well being. While
he felt at a "low point" in his life he vowed that "he wouldn't go back on
drugs." As he puts it: "I hadn't made it financially or educationally, but I
made it in life because I'm alive and well and I m breathing and I m not in
trouble." While in the unemployment line Steve saw a sign for human
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service program offered by the local community college. He made up his
mind to enroll so "I could help somebody else" as well as get a job. He
wanted to make money but he also "wanted to feel good about what I am
doing." His acceptance into the program proved to be very positive.

Perspective on Education. Learning and Self Transformed:
The Collegiate Experience

Beginning school for these men was both stressful as well as hopeful.
As we have seen they did not have happy memories of their previous
schooling. However, they had reached a point in their lives where the
community college seemed to be "their last best hope."
John Correia struggled with his first two courses at the community
college including English Composition and Introduction to the
Environment. He particularly had a fear of writing. His instructor
demanded that he "make clear statements and make them good to read."
The environmental course also required that he submit written reports.
Even more than the specific courses, though, he struggled with the
"strange surroundings" of the school. He viewed "as a personal threat" the
authority of the teacher as well as the presence of younger students who
appeared at first to be smarter than he.
Despite the obstacles John managed to survive. He was able to get help
from the College's tutoring center as well as from instructors. While he
still felt threatened by some of the students he decided to push on to a
second semester and take a full load of courses. As he moved through his
first full-time semester he discovered that if he was to be successful he
would have to view his studies "more like a job than school . . . high
school was about having fun, girls, while this was more serious . . .
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This

perception allowed John to develop a schedule for himself which enabled
him to apportion his work. This, along with a continued willingness to
ask for assistance helped him to get through the semester "with decent
grades."
In his third semester the school surroundings now were more familiar
to John and he had come to feel less threatened by his fellow students. He
had made some friends and even began to see himself as a mentor to
some of the younger students. He was able to listen to them "which was
something I couldn't do before." He was also surprised to discover that he
was gaining respect for female students. For the first time he began to view
women as having intelligence and was able to carry on conversations with
them on school subjects and "even to seek their advice." He even began to
see a carryover effect in his relations with his wife and daughter.
Unfortunately, John still struggled with old attitudes. He had some
problem seeing the relevance of the general education courses. While he
enjoyed history he still did not see "whether you can use it for anything."
He had learned to write better but could not see the importance of this
skill unless it was "to put out a newsletter or something." He felt good that
he had learned algebra but was afraid that the amount of time it would
take to learn enough math to earn a degree in engineering was too long.
On the whole he could not envision himself as being able to earn a degree.
He felt a new respect for his intellectual abilities and was happy for what
he had learned which he felt "couldn't be taken way from me. He still felt
though that, "maybe I don't have what it takes" to finish college.
In his fifth semester in college John decided to drop out. His struggles
with the VA were annoying to him and he still felt inadequate because of
not being able to earn a paycheck. Although he had enhanced confidence
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he still doubted his ability to "make it in college" and left feeling that
"maybe my kids will succeed where I didn't."
When Henry Logan first considered going to college he had a vision of
the school being "this really dim place-old and rundown-because the
buildings when I was a child were older." When he first went to the
campus of the community college he was surprised that "it was a nice
campus-and that there was more or less, a friendly atmosphere." He
discovered that the college had a whole support system including tutors
and "the learning resources that has a lot of equipment and people there
to help you." He also discovered that "other people in the classes, they are
willing to help you and you can talk to them because you are both there
for the same reason."
Henry began with three courses including English composition, a social
science course and a course on study skills. He discovered through taking
these courses that college was not as foreign to his experience as he had
thought. In the writing course he found that he could draw on his own
background. As he put it: "I got to be my own narrator and I discovered
that the idea of writing wasn't as difficult as I thought it would be." In the
social science course he learned that his opinion counted and he could
draw on his own life experience. It was, however, the study skills course
that he particularly found important for his success in college. In addition
to the particular learning skills that he gained he learned that "things
have to be thought out, such as the way it tells you to survey things before
you read the chapter."
Henry's initial experience with college in his first semester was crucial.
He saw that subjects could be mastered "if you take the time to figure them
out." He had discovered that there was a system to learning. When he
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took algebra in his second semester he was able to succeed despite not
"caring for it" because he was able to systematically work it through. In his
Introduction to Psychology course he found that there are a variety of
theories and "you have to read between the lines . . . you have to set up a
case scenario for yourself so that you figure out which different incidents
would be a specific type of psychology."
By his third semester Henry could report that he had substantially
changed his view of himself as a learner and that he is more confident
about himself in general. College, he feels, has:

Helped me because now I look at things in a different
perspective than what I did before I came back. I was a
good talker, but I was a poor listener, and since I've come
back to school, more or less, Irve listened more and before
I give anybody an answer or anything, I think about it
instead of answering by impulse ... I find myself thinking
things out.
He is more reflective about why he acts in particular ways. He also feels
more confident about dealing with people in authority:
I don't let suits scare me. In other words I used to feel that
a wealthy person was more powerful than me . . . now it
doesn't make a difference. Now I have the ability to go out
there and communicate with people more intelligently.

Through the process of participating in class and dealing with a variety
«

of people of different ages and educational levels he discovered that he
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could learn from others and at the same time contribute to the learning
process himself.
Henry has also learned that education builds on itself. He utilizes
foundation courses such as study skills and composition to deal with
upper level courses. As he points out:

The courses that I have taken thus far blend into each
other -as I go further -such as sociology last semester really
blends into psychology, and a lot of terms from psychology
are used sociology ... so I can use references from past
semesters to help me with my present semester.

He has also learned to break courses down into their constituent parts.
"I was thinking too complicated when I started out. Now I've broken them
down to where its not as complicated as I thought it was."
Overall Henry feels that going to college has broadened his view of
what is possible. Being in school has:
Given me a better concept of being able to look at things
broader than I did before. It's helping me to research
situations to where I never thought of researching before .
. . I didn't really stop and think about things, now I do.
Now I think about the future which I never thought of
before.
While Matthew McGann had begun college briefly at night he began in
earnest in the day as a pre-professional major with an emphasis on
«

business. He took three courses the first semester and struggled both
because of his poor eyesight and the necessity of adapting to a new
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regimen. He had to spend a lot of time studying and had to give up some
of his family obligations. He took general education courses including
history, English composition and college math. Much to his surprise he
found that he liked to write. As he says: "I learned how to put words
together and how to express myself ." He found that his previously dim
view of history was altered since it was now being taught on a "deeper
level." Math was particularly difficult since he had to tackle calculus
"which was more complex than anything I had had before." At first he
"felt really stupid because I could not figure it out, I knew nothing about
it." Then he went for tutoring and caught on to the fact that he could
make sense of it and that "it's logical... I considered a it challenge. A
challenge that I enjoyed defeating."
Since Matthew reads slowly he was concerned about whether he could
learn enough to pass the courses with heavy reading requirements.
However, he discovered that expressing himself in class and asking
questions helped him with the material. As he says:

One of the bigger things I learned was don't be afraid to
talk because the biggest mistake people make is not asking
questions simply because they are afraid it will be a stupid
question and there are no stupid questions . . . speak up
because that is how you learn.
He also learned that you have to use all of your resources including
texts and notes. While it might take him longer to go over them he found
that the combination of his notes and the texts helped him to succeed. By
the end of his first semester Matthew had received A s and B s and felt
more confident about himself as a learner.
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As Matthew worked through his program his confidence grew. He had
the support of his family and he learned to make friends at school. While
he was shy about approaching fellow students he discovered, as did the
other men, that returning students were drawn together and he found
others to support him. Eventually, he volunteered to be a tutor. He had a
desire to help younger students, as well as others like him, who were
struggling.
As he approaches graduation after five semesters Matt feels as though
he has accomplished quite a bit. He has learned a great deal from the
school and he realizes what it is he has to learn. "I feel there's a lot I don't
know yet. Everytime I turn around it seems like there is something new
that I can get into or whatever." He sees this as positive in that he didn't
realize before what was "out there" to learn or do.
Matthew also has some fears including whether or not he will retain
the material he has learned. He is also not sure about the usefulness of
some of the subjects he has taken. Despite his realization about his ability
to write and to understand literature and history he takes a pragmatic
view about what subjects will help him in the work world. He has put a
lot of pressure on himself to succeed because as he says: "I call it my second
shot because it is like starting over again and I don't want to blow it. . . not
that I blew it my first time around, I just didn't make use of it." He wants
to make sure that he makes the best of what he has learned.
Sam Brook's voyage to college was somewhat rockier than the others.
After leaving Wentworth Institute he spent the next nine years in and out
of prison. He nearly died from substance abuse and while recuperating he
"started to do some reading and was minding my own business, and I
started to like it." He finally ended up in a halfway house where he
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learned about the Mental Health Training Certificate Program at the local
community college. He decided that he would turn his experience with
addiction around by becoming a counselor. Through some perseverance
he was able to enter the program and became the "first guy in the halfway
house to want to go to school while I was in the house ... I wanted it so
bad I used to walk to school and back everyday because I didn't have a car."
His acceptance to the Mental Health Program proved to be a boost to
his self esteem "as it just exploded ... the more I went the better I would
feel, the better I would feel, the more I would want to go." He threw
himself into the work and by the end of the program he not only
graduated with a 4.0 GPA but also had been given a national post¬
secondary vocational education award, the first person in Massachusetts
ever to achieve such an honor.
When Sam first entered the program he was less concerned with
academics than "getting myself together." "I don't think I was thinking of
the academic part of it... I didn't want to die a drug addict... that was my
goal, to erase that image in people's mind." However, once he started the
program he found that he "was open and ready to learn, it was incredible."
His first courses consisted of introductions to psychology and sociology. He
found that he could relate to the instructors and that " I could sit down
and discuss social problems with them." He also discovered that his
previous experiences could be used in understanding what he was
studying. The two social science courses also turned out to be eye openers
for him because "it explained a lot to me- why I was doing a lot of the
things I did ... all of a sudden I'd be reading something and it would, like
dawn on me ... it would seem so simple and silly, that all of a sudden
there it was and I was reading about it... "
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After graduating from the program and leaving the half-way house,
Sam decided to enter the college as a degree student. His goal was to
become a therapist. At first he went to school at night while continuing to
work at a counseling job at a home for disturbed adolescents which he had
obtained as part of the certificate program. When he obtained a night shift
position at the home he entered the day school. He found the learning
exciting but taking a full-time load was challenging. He particularly found
writing difficult. As he says: "It was hard. I say learning comes easy but
putting it on paper was another thing to me; expressing it, writing it, it was
the work that went into it." At first he avoided difficult courses or dropped
them when he ran into trouble. His goal was to maintain his 4.0 GPA.
However, "I said, wait a minute, what am I doing here. I have to deal with
courses where I might not obtain an A." He realized that with courses like
statistics or Portuguese he might have to settle for B's or C's.
Working at the adolescent home helped Sam to see the value of many
of the courses he was taking. He could see how the theory he was learning
related to the work, as for example "understanding behaviors and
psychological reasoning." He also began to see how courses like English
composition provided a foundation for later courses. Most important for
him was the fact that school helped him to lay out realistic goals for
himself. As he says:
I knew the road where I was going, I made a map and I
planned it. . . short term was staying clean, long term was
getting a bachelor's degree . . . instead of just the short
term thing, I had to look at the overall.
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Sam also became clearer about his career goals. As he proceeded
through his program and became more aware of what was out there he
decided that rather than become a psychologist he would rather work with
children with speech pathologies.
When Sam finally entered the day school he found that he could feel
more "like a real student." It gave him a feeling of fulfilling a past dream.
"I feel like a kid again . . . doing things that I hadn't had the chance to do."
He also was able to make some good friends and to learn to be "more
social ... to listen to other people's opinion." When he graduated after
completing five semesters he had a 3.7 GPA and plans to transfer to a local
state college.
When Mitchell Rollins entered college he began at night. He found the
atmosphere more comfortable than he had anticipated. As he says:

It was nice, I mean, a lot of people who were there were
just like me, you know, they hadn't had a lot of college
prep courses and we all struggled together. It was just
different being perceived as someone who is intelligent
instead of someone just moseying along for the ride.

He discovered that both faculty and other students took him seriously.
"For some reason people thought I knew what I was talking about. People
found his work at the Boston Aquarium interesting. "I used to mention
the Aquarium and it tends to have a good effect. . . even my math
instructor was like that he used to work for the Navy doing underwater
computer research and that sort of opened up doors.
Like the others, Mitchell found that he could draw on his past and
current experience in his course work. He began with introductions to
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biology and algebra and an English composition course. He did well in the
biology and math courses utilizing his past experience. The composition
course was "kind of a struggle." He had not lost his earlier fear of writing
but he did discover that "I'm not by myself. If I write something, I have
other people to check it... I realized that there are tools out there that I
can use and resources."
After one semester Mitchell moved into the day school and his
appreciation for the value of school continued to grow. While he still
preferred practical experience over theory and did not care for general
education courses, he came to see that it is "important to be well rounded
and it is interesting. I'm really glad I'm taking them. I mean I wish I didn't
have to, but I'm glad I am." He began to see that learning is more complex
than it first appeared. He points out now that he understands that it is
"important to give people three or four different ways ... of learning.,
something ... .to look at it from different angles. He also sees the
relationship between courses, as for example, psychology and biology. In
addition, he realizes now that knowledge consists of competing ideas:

It is good to have competing points of view. That's how
new things are developed. If everybody thought the same
thing nothing new would develop. Everybody would
agree and that would be it. . . nothing is absolute. Science
is not absolute. There is always something new . . .
While the knowledge he is getting may not be all directly applicable to
his area he sees that it can be useful "as an intelligent person. He feels it is
«

important "to be well spoken in a bunch of different areas ... I like being
able to answer questions if someone asks me."
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As Mitch gets ready to graduate after four semesters he feels focused. "I
know what I am going for and what I want when I get out." He is planning
to transfer to a four year institution and major in marine biology. He feels
that his schooling at the community college was very important:

I'm not leaving here with just a piece of paper. I have
definetely new knowledge, more information. I've grown
as a person which is important. . . including good friends
and meeting different people which gives you different
perspectives to look at things and judge things. I've done a
lot of big changing and growing that I wanted to do and
now it's a lot of fine tuning ... I guess it's a life of fine
timing."
When Steven Simms began the Human Services Program at the
community college he had grave doubts about his ability to succeed
because of:
experiences in the past. . . you know when you fail
enough exams and you try to do something enough times
and you keep failing, your mind is going to click that you
really can't do it.
Feeling that he did not have a choice, his hope was to be able to receive
a certificate from the program and then obtain a job. However,

once I

started my education the doors started to open, and my opinion of things
and what I wanted to do began to change."
«

By the end of his first semester he had received all A's in his classes
and graduated from the program at the end of the year with a 4.0 GPA. He
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discovered, as had the other men, that he could use his prior experience to
advantage. In his first courses including introductions to psychology and
sociology he was able to place his life into perspective. As he puts it:

There is no doubt that the psychology and sociology
courses gave me an insight into my behavior, and more
importantly not just me but my parent's behavior because
I am an adult child of alcoholics ... we had a seminar on
that subject and I'm hearing all that information and . . .
it's like someone took a flashlight and struck me right in
the face and said wake up! You start to understand why
things happen . . .

In addition, he was introduced to study skills which taught him a learning
system he could utilize.
As he approached the end of the certificate program, Steve realized
that he wanted to continue his education. He felt more confident about
being able to earn a degree and he had a general direction in which to
move. He became aware that he could major in sociology and perhaps
become a social worker. He had a desire to "learn more about how
humans function" and also about "deviance and social control. I wanted
to learn about drug and alcohol abuse."
Steve entered the day school as a pre-professional major with an
emphasis on the social sciences. He was still apprehensive because he felt
that "maybe the Human Services Program was set up to be easy, it wasn't
really college work." He soon discovered, though, that he could do the
«

work and he managed to get "all A's that semester." By his fifth semester
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in school it was "not a question do I know how to do it. Yeah, I know how
to do it."
One of the most important factors contributing to his success, he feels,
is that he learned how to ask questions. He had learned how to:

seek out things to learn things that I don't understand . . .
It's not like before where if I didn't learn anything I would
just ignore it and act like I knew it- you pretend you know
what you are talking about. . . salesman technology . . .
.now when I don't know something I seek it out. . . now
there is no embarrassment for not knowing something,
there is a curiosity to find out what it is I don't know.

Steve attributes the acquisition of this trait to the people at the college who
were willing to help. They encouraged him to ask the right questions and
they "were willing to show you that you can do something."
As he proceeded through his program Steve's confidence in his ability
to learn grew. "I've almost learned that there is no subject that I can't learn
. . . I've tried everything from biology to math. Now I'm doing art history
and ethics. I'm on my third history. It just seems that there is no stopping
me now." He also began to see the inter-relationship between subjects. "I
really relate my history courses to my sociology courses because its easy for
me to understand our social problems that we have today when I look at
the history of the country . . . [also] issues like the death penalty can be
examined in my ethics class."
Steve also attributes his college program with helping him to think
more clearly. "When I'm given more information ... I don't just learn as
its told to me. I take it and turn it around, and I turn it upside down, what
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does this mean, you know what kind of effect does it have? If, I do this
what will happen?" Although, he feels that he had learned how to solve
certain problems before he came to school, college provided him with
depth. As he says:

I knew how to turn things around but I didn't have
knowledge, I didn't have facts, I didn't have data. When I
started to get that all sorts of stuff started to happen. Its
like owning a car but not knowing how to drive.

College has allowed him to become more sophisticated in his thinking.
He came to appreciate the fact that ideas can be complex and that not
everyone thinks the same way. "Just because you think something is right
doesn't mean everybody else is going to think it."
Like the other men, Steve's view of schooling and education changed
dramatically after coming to the college. He saw that there were people,
both staff and students, who were interested in learning. Instructors
encouraged him and provided him with options. He saw that they were
interested in their subjects. One professor brought him to tears with a
lecture on Lee's surrender at Appomatox. Two other instructors had
themselves graduated from the college and had come back to teach which
he found inspiring. A science teacher would "take the time, if he knew
you were interested to talk to you about science . . . you knew he really
liked what he was doing." In addition, Steve found older classmates to
study with and discuss together what they were learning. He also
volunteered during his last two semesters to be a tutor.
«

When Steve graduated he was chosen to be valedictorian of his class. It
was the culmination of a voyage that, as he pointed out in his address.
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would have seemed .inconceivable a few years ago. He was now heading to
the state university to major in sociology and perhaps go on to law school.

Synthesis of Findings: A Report from a Conversation
Among the Men

A reading of the lives of these men since entering college indicates
significant changes. They are, on the whole, more self-confident and
clearer about their future. Their view of themselves in relation to formal
education is much more positive and their respect for their intellectual
abilities has been greatly enhanced. In turn, their ability to communicate
with both family members as well as friends has improved. This reading
comes out clearly from the individual interviews. In addition, a wide
ranging discussion among five of the men and the researcher (Sam Brooks
was unable to attend) add insights to how they understand their college
experience and how the experience has changed them.
All five of the men were surprised to discover that college was not as
difficult as they had imagined it to be. Higher education had seemed to
them a distant and, for some, an alien world. As Henry Logan pointed out
they were "shocked" to discover that they not only could survive but
actually prosper in their new environment. With one exception they all
were either on the verge of graduating or fully expected to do so within a
year. Only John Correia had decided that he "was out" although he felt
that he had gained a great deal from the experience. Among other things
going to college had "satisfied my curiosity" about what it would be like.
«

The men were also amazed to discover that they could achieve
superior grades. Their memories of school were that of relatively low
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achievement. As Henry Logan said when asked about what was most
unexpected about their experience: "the fact that I'm making very good
grades ... I never saw an A before." All agreed that they were astonished
that from their first semester on they had done well and that they had
been able to build on this initial success. Crucial to this success was their
perception that school was "a last resort." Most felt that they had to
succeed in order "to make it in a new world." Their definition of success
included "making more money" in order to better support themselves
and their families and "to do what we want to do instead of what you
have to do." Interestingly, as they progressed through their programs they
developed the feeling that they could better control their destiny. As
Steven Simms pointed out: "I no longer feel that my future is
predetermined."
One of the most important factors contributing to their success, also,
was the availability of support structures at the college. They had been
prepared for a hostile environment as a legacy of their earlier experience
with schooling. Instead they discovered a welcoming faculty; support staff
who were eager to help them; and fellow students to whom they could
turn for assistance. They discovered that they could pursue their education
in a more cooperative fashion; that other students were around "to bail
each other out." In addition they found that if "you could ask a question
you get an answer" and if " you seek for help you will get it." Generally,
they were quick to take advantage of the available services.
The men realized that their age and life situations made them more
predisposed to utilize what was available. All but one of them had
families and they soon discovered that those at home were looking to
them to succeed, which they found was strong motivation. Those men
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who had children discovered to their surprise that a collateral effect of
their return to school was their ability to better communicate with them.
A number of the men felt that they were now in a more advantageous
position to help their children with their studies and visa versa. Henry
said that he engaged his whole family in helping him with his studies
which brought them closer together. Steven Simms had expected his
education to be more "self centered" and discovered that, in fact, his whole
family had become involved. John Correia and his daughter both took
algebra courses at the same time and he admitted that "I was more open
about my feeling of insecurity around tests which calmed her down and
gave her more confidence."
A number of the men also felt that their school experience had helped
them become better spouses and parents. Social science courses like
American Civilization, sociology and psychology provided them with
current information related to being husbands and parents. In addition,
particularly for those men with older children, being in close proximity to
adolescents helped them to understand the world of "young adults"
giving them a better appreciation of their children. Given their own
troubled adolescence they felt that they now had a better understanding of
this often times difficult period in ones development. The older men were
also struck by the differences between the women they had known when
they were young (or even their wives now) and the younger women they
saw on campus. As one man said: "girls were never that open . . . you hear
about it but actually experiencing it is an eye opener." Interestingly, most
of the men indicated that they saw women differently than they had
before. As one man stated: "they are often more serious than the guys'
and consequently they also found themselves studying with them and
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seeking them out for intellectual rather than purely social reasons. This
change had a positive effect on how they viewed their wives and
daughters (as well as women in general).
All of the men had come to realize that what they were learning had,
to one extent or another, direct relevance to their lives. While obtaining a
degree and being able to make more money was considered important,
they understood that what they were learning had an impact on how they
lived their lives in other ways. They came to see that certain general
education courses could help to improve the quality of their lives. For
example, English communication, which all of them struggled with, was
seen as being important. They derived satisfaction in learning how to
better communicate in writing and as John Correia said: "seeing how vast
the language is."
Courses in the social sciences gave most of the men some perspective
on their lives and society in general. This included, as indicated, their
families as well as other institutions such as government. Matthew
McGann pointed out: "It's nice to know what is happening." For a couple
of the men American history courses helped put current problems into
perspective. A number of the men also felt that as a consequence of taking
political science or sociology they were more articulate about stating their
viewpoints. As Henry Logan stated: "I can now creatively argue for my
views." Steven Simms, echoing others, felt that while his political views
had not changed "now I know what I am talking about." A number of the
men saw "big business" as a contributing factor to many of society's
problems. They could see what had happened to the economy of
southeastern Massachusetts as a result of "runaway shops" and a number
of them had been victims of this development. Courses in American
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Civilization and sociology had helped them to better understand the
problem.
All of the men shared a certain ambiguity about the role of
government in ameliorating problems. They felt that the government was
not truly democratic and that they as citizens are not truly consulted on
major problems. A number of them had been involved in discussions on
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) both in and out of
their classes and felt that its passage reflected the will of what one of the
men called an "oligarchy controlling the country."
The men disagreed as to the usefulness of social science to solve
societal problems. They had learned that such problems were complex and
as one man stated "there is no right or wrong answer." From that point
they differed as to whether viable solutions could be developed or that as
one of the men said cynically: "its all bullshit." The argument stemmed in
part from their differing opinion as to whether the social sciences were a
"hard or soft", meaning whether they could arrive at the "real truth."
They all agreed that the natural sciences were hard but a number of the
men had doubts about the social sciences.
The men did agree that college had given them the opportunity to
discuss issues and thus had improved their thinking. Argumentation and
discussion in their classes, while sometimes unsettling, "helped build up
confidence" and could lead to a change in attitude. Steven Simms related
an incident which helped him think more clearly about the issue of
racism. After one of his professors challenged his view on educational
opportunity and insinuated that a statement he had made was racist, Steve
said he "was devastated." He did not consider himself a racist which is
what he thought was the implication of his instructor's remark. However,
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after reflecting on what had happened he came to the conclusion that
what his professor was saying was that his position could be used for racist
purposes.
Finally, all of the men derived a great deal of satisfaction in mastering
subjects such as math or science since they had thought such courses to be
beyond their abilities. Many of the men had to work through high school
math before tackling higher levels and had been able to accomplish this
task. Only John Correia had "come to the end of the line." The others, at
this point, now felt that they could continue to pursue their education far
beyond where they had thought possible.
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CHAPTER V

EVALUATION & SUMMARY

The trouble with needs
is that what you need to know
is what your needs would be
if you knew more
about what you need to know
Jack Mezirow, "On Needs" (1994)

Education leads us out of or liberates
us from one construction or organization of mind in favor of a
larger one
Robert Kegan, In Over Our Heads:
The Mental Demands of Modem Life (1994)

Introduction

Chapter V focuses on two basic questions derived from an analysis of
the narrative and the delineation of the emergent patterns in Chapter IV.
First, what is the nature of the process that brought these six men to the
college? Second, how, why and in what ways have these men changed as a
consequence of their enrollment as full-time students at the college? In
attempting to answer these questions we will be looking at the nature of
personal and social change, as well as the process of cognitive and affective
development in the context of higher education.
Mezirow's transformation theory as outlined in Chapter II of this study
is "directed at the intersection of the individual and the social" (Tennant,
«

1993, p. 36). As such it provides a useful framework in which to explain
how the subjects of this study were able to transform their view of
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themselves and the world as a consequence of attending college.
Mezirow's analysis allows us to see how meaning perspectives constructed
from biographical and socio-historical material serve to inhibit growth
and development. At the same time he shows us that through critical
reflection and rational discourse such perspective can be transformed. This
process can be facilitated within an adult learning environment where a
"new or revised interpretation of the meaning of one's experience [can be
used] as a guide to action" (Mezirow, Tennant & Neuman, 1994, pp. 222223).
Mezirow, et. al. (1994) points out that meaning structures including
meaning perspectives and meaning schemes act as frames by which we
understand the world and our place in it. Meaning perspectives are "broad
sets of predispositions resulting from psychocultural assumptions which
determine the horizons of our expectations. . . . Meaning scheme, the
constellation of concept, belief, judgment, and feeling which shape a
particular interpretation (e.g., when we think of abortion, black people, the
Muslim religion, free market capitalism or liberalism)" (p. 223).
The meaning perspectives of the six men we have been examining
were shaped by powerful social and historical forces (as well as
idiosyncratic factors related to their bio-psychological makeup and their
family situations). These perspectives, fashioned in their early years,
served to minimize their perception of their intellectual capability.
Because they assumed that they could not succeed in college, did not even
consider careers that necessitated a higher education. However, while
these forces served as an inhibition to what the men felt was possible, they
a

at the same time created situations that made these initially established
perspectives increasingly problematic.
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The experiences of the six men, particularly after high school, served to
challenge their meaning perspectives. Eventually, the social and economic
changes that they experienced changed their lives in such a way that
entering college became a virtual necessity. Upon matriculating, the men
found themselves in an environment much different than they had
anticipated, one that was both challenging and supportive. They were
provided with the time and space to reflect on past experiences and, thus,
established views that resulted in the possibility of genuine
transformations in their perceptions of themselves and the world.

Social and Historical Construction of Reality

Mezirow's transformational theory derives, in part, from a social
constructionist view of development. It is based on the concept that one's
identity is shaped by the society in which one is enmeshed. As first
established by sociologists Berger & Luckmann (1966), the theory posits
that there are no biologically determined identities. Rather, " [w]e are all
bom into a particular social world which has been constructed by
humans . . . [and] we develop a notion of who we are from the way
'significant' others represent the social world and mediate it to us"
(Tennant, 1993, pp. 134). That world is experienced on a day-by-day basis as
being real, and, as Berger & Luckmann point out: "The reality of everyday
life is taken for granted as reality. It does not require additional
verification over and beyond its simple presence"(1966, p. 23).
One's understanding of a particular reality endures as long as it
remains unproblematic. Once a situation arises that conflicts with that
established reality, a need to transform that reality also arises. Such a
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problematic situation can typically occur as a consequence of historical
forces that challenge old realities. Berger & Luckmann (1966) state that a
person is "bom on a certain date, entered school on another, started
working as a professional on another and so on. These dates, however, are
all 'located' within a much more comprehensive history, and this
'location' decisively shapes [one's] situation" (p. 28). Thus, a person's
concept of reality is transformed as the social world itself is transformed.
The means by which this occurs is not, of course, preordained. Since the
process of apprehending reality in its various manifestations is complex,
so the means to its transformation is itself complex. Whatever the
objective forces at work creating the changes it is the subjective perception
of it that makes the difference, since as Berger & Luckmann, make clear
there is both "subjective and objective reality . . . [and] to be in society is to
participate in its dialectic" (p. 129).
When we examine the experiences of these six men from this social
constructivist analysis, we can draw some generalizations even in light of
individual variations: Each man was strongly influenced by the workingclass culture of his family and by the larger culture of the post-World War
II era, a period marked by rapid change resulting in major dislocations in
both realms.
In regard to class backgrounds, all six men are first generation college
students. From what they have reported, none derived—from wither
family of peers during childhood—a sense that higher education was
important. College was not viewed as an inevitable next step after high
school as it generally is in middle-class families. Studies by social scientists
such as Bowles & Gintis (1976) have shown a close relationship between
educational attainment and social background.
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The educational experience of the men is reflected in the findings of
educational historians such as Spring (1986) and Katz (1987), social
scientists such as Bowles & Gintis (1976) and Carnoy & Levin (1985), and
critical educators such as Shor (1986), Giroux & McLaren (1989). These
findings indicate that elementary and secondary schools function in
complex ways to reproduce "existing class, race and gender relations .. .
transmitting to disadvantaged students the message that their subordinate
roles in the social order are justified and inviolable" (McLaren, 1989, p. 2).
Their social environment, including family and school, combined to
dampen any desire to continue their education beyond high school. On
the contrary, the predominant feeling of the men in regard to school was
the desire to "get out."
As to the historical period in which the men grew up, the post-World
War II era was one of vast changes. These changes included increased
mobility, which resulted in an accelerated movement of people from
country to city and from city to suburbs, as well as rapid economic changes,
which resulted in an emphasis shift from traditional blue-collar industries
to a post-industrial society emphasizing white-collar technical and semitechnical jobs, as well as a vastly expanded service sector (Bowles, 1973).
These transformations occurred over more than a forty year period, which
roughly covers the life span of the men we are discussing.
In the early part of the postwar period (1945 to early 1960s), during the
childhood years of four of the men, the United States was clearly
establishing itself as the dominant political and economic leader of the
world. The country was perceived by the world at large as being an affluent
society in which increased technology and democracy were working
together to bring prosperity to all. With the increase of consumer goods.
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relatively high employment levels and the availability of affordable
suburban housing, this perception seemed valid ( Holsworth & Wray,
1987, pp. 6-7). Higher educational institutions were expanding; yet, factory
jobs in traditional blue collar occupations were still assumed available
without a college education. At the same time this was also a period when,
as leader of the "free world," the United States was being called upon to
protect freedom against the menace of Communism. The United States
was developing a huge war machine, and the lure of military service
appealed to many young men. We have seen the effects of this
atmosphere on three of the men we have been studying: John Correia,
Henry Logan and Sam Brooks.
During the second half of the postwar period (mid 1960s to 1980s),
during the childhood years of two of the men and the young adulthood of
the others, the country's situation changed drastically. General optimism
gave way to conflict and disillusionment as the civil rights, anti-war and
counter-cultural movements challenged the view that the United States
was the "the land of the free and the home of the brave." As political
scientists Holsworth & Wray (1987) point out: "By 1968 the United States
was a fevered and divided society. . . . For many people, the guiding
premises of U.S. society did not make any sense" (1987,p. 13). In addition,
by the 1970s the economy, which had fueled a great deal of the earlier
optimism, declined drastically: the 3.2 percent average growth of the 1950s
became double-digit inflation and nine percent unemployment by 1975
(Faragher & Buhle, 1994, p. 964).
A number of somewhat contradictory developments bear relevance on
the subjects of this study and can be discerned from the events discussed
above. First, the early postwar economic expansion, while initially
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providing increased employment, eventually led to severe regional
dislocations; many traditional blue-collar jobs were lost as factories moved
from the industrial Northeast and Midwest to the Southern and Western
parts of the country, and finally overseas. The result was and continues to
be economic and social dislocation caused, in good part, by the onset of
structural (or permanent) unemployment. Second, the changes brought
about by computers and other technologies made obsolete many
traditional, lower-skill jobs, adding to long-term unemployment rates.
Among the effects of this increase in unemployment were increases in
urban crime, alcoholism and drug addiction, along with changes in family
structure. These problems were exacerbated for veterans of the War in
Southeast Asia who, upon returning, were faced with a rapidly changing
American society. Again, we see how a number of the men were affected
by these developments. John Correia and Matthew McGann, for example,
found themselves without jobs in the 1980s after their workplaces closed
down; and Henry Logan and Sam Brooks found it hard going after coming
back from a stint in the armed forces.
In response to the economic and social dislocations, government—
particularly on the federal level—was being forced to become more active
than it had been in dealing with the resulting problems. The need to create
a more scientifically and technically literate work force had arisen during
this postwar period, requiring great expansion of higher education
institutions, particularly of state universities and community colleges
throughout the country. Thus, increased availability of higher education
provided large-scale access, for the first time, to working class men and
women who began to take advantage of this opportunity upon
discovering that they had little or no other alternatives. In addition, the
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government was forced to fund a number of programs aimed at retraining
the structurally unemployed as well as dealing with those who had long¬
term drug and/or alcohol addictions. As we saw in the cases of all of the
men except for Mitchell Rollins, such programs eventually led these men
into higher education.
In summary, then, we have seen some of the personal, social and
historical factors that have helped to fashion the meaning perspectives of
the six men we have been studying. While they were bom into a society in
which class status predetermined one's educational and vocational paths,
rapid changes in the socio-economic environment challenged that reality,
giving rise to a host of severe problems, and, as a result, attempts to solve
those problems. Within this context the men were forced to deal with
problematic situations that challenged their meaning perspectives. The
means by which they have dealt with such challenges, so far, has
depended on their ability to construct a subjective world capable of coming
to terms with the new realities they have been facing. An important
question remaining to be explained, however, is how this subjective world
can be constructed and what role higher education can play in the process.

Constructivist Developmental Perspective of Reality

By the time they entered college the six men were, in various ways,
already struggling to make sense of a changing personal and social
environment. In Mezirow's terms, their meaning schemes and overall
meaning perspectives, particularly in regard to the value and importance
of education, were being challenged. They had felt that they either did not
need to go to college, or, if they did, would or could not succeed. Their
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respective family backgrounds and school experiences framed the way they
looked at formal education. However, the prolonged effects of
unemployment and/or addiction and disability, or the need for a college
credential to do a particular type of work, as in the case of Mitch Rollins,
brought them to a transitional point in which a "trigger event," as
Mezirow calls it, caused them to enter college. For them it was not just a
matter of moving on to a new stage of life; rather, it was the beginning of a
transformational process effecting the way they viewed themselves and
the world.
That adults can change and expand their self-and world-view is
accepted by many psychologists and educators, although, according to
Mezirow (1991): "There is little consensus among theorists regarding what
constitutes developmental progress" (p. 151). Mezirow argues that:
Transformation can lead developmentally to a more
inclusive, differentiated, permeable, and integrated
perspective and in so far as that is possible, we all
naturally move toward such an orientation. That is what
development means in adulthood (p. 157).

Whether this development proceeds depends, to a great extent, on
whether a person's overall environment is conducive to reshaping an
understanding of the world, and whether that person actively engages that
environment. Assuming that the six men were at a point in which they
were open to being so engaged, the academic environment at the college
could provide the necessary ingredients to facilitate the kind of
transformation that we are discussing.
«

Robert Kegan (1994), a constructive-developmental psychologist, argues
that: "We do not passively 'copy' or 'absorb' already organized reality;
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instead, we ourselves actively give shape and coherence to our
experience (p. 199). In the case of adults entering college, Kegan sees the
possibility of these students developing new states of consciousness in
relation to the new academic environment in which they find
themselves. Kegan states: "Our students' way of knowing both engages
and is engaged by social context" (p. 288). The collegiate environment can
assist the adult student to grow through:
A combination of support (being taken seriously,
acknowledged, attended to, and treated as a responsible self
governing adult) and challenge (being asked to make
decisions, design your own program, formulate, act, resolve,
negotiate relationships, master a discipline, and contend with
competing values, theories, and advice) (p. 294).

Kegan sees both support and challenge as being crucial not only in the
school proper but also in:
the preexisting, ongoing real-life world of the student's
relational field . . . Students are shaken up by going to school
but so are their family members, friends and even work
associates. All of these people are required to see the student
differently (p. 294).

As the student experiences "others" relating to him differently both in
and out of school he undergoes a process of self-definition, a "change of
mind" as Kegan calls it. Kegan sees this occurring whether there is familial
and/or peer support or not. Support is helpful and important during this
process. However when, as is often the case, family members and friends
begin to view the student differently than before, the student is forced to
"take perspective" on the situation and re-think the relationships he has
had with family and friends. In the same way in school if a student does
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well and feels supported by faculty and staff there is feeling of
accomplishment. When problems are encountered, though, with a subject
or an instructor, the student is forced to find a solution, to the problem.
Consequently, "school can be a most fertile context for the transformation
of consciousness in adulthood" (p. 300).
When we look at the experience of the men in the study, we can see
this process at work. As many of them reported, they came to see the
college as more than a place to receive information or develop new skills.
Rather, it became an integral part of their whole lives. A number of the
men found that their families became involved in their education, and in
the process began to see each other differently, as, for example, John
Correia and his daughter and Henry Logan and his wife and children. A
number of the men found that they needed help with study skills or with
particular subjects and found their way to the College's Tutoring Center
for assistance. Based on their earlier experiences with schooling, they did
not expect to find help and were surprised, as Henry Logan said, to find
that there were "learning resources . . . and people there to help you."
Initially, asking for assistance was difficult for the men; however, the
supportive atmosphere made doing so easier. Eventually, four of them
(Sam Brooks, Matthew McGann, Mitch Rollins and Steve Simms) not
only received the help they needed to succeed with difficult courses, but
eventually became tutors themselves and through that process learned
how to help others. All of the men eventually found themselves in the
cafeteria or other places at the college helping fellow students with math
problems or writing papers.
Steven Simms commented that an instructor's challenge to him
allowed him to gain a better perspective on the nature of racism. The
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challenge of mastering higher math for some of the men was integral to
their development because they perceived that they lacked the intelligence
to master the required skills. However, when they were able to do so they
gained a greater confidence in their overall ability as learners. These were
important steps from the vantage point of where the men had begun. As
Kegan would have it, these were not just new ideas or skills they were
learning; rather, they reflect a major change in their internal as well as
external world. They were altering the way they "understand themselves,
their world and the relationship between the two (p. 275).
Baxter Magolda (1992) and King & Kitchener (1994) also affirm the
proposition that students are capable of both intellectual and affective
growth as they are both supported and challenged in a collegiate
environment. Baxter Magolda supports Kegan's view in affirming that
"ways of knowing and patterns within them are socially constructed"
(1992, p. 20). She believes that students' intellectual development is
influenced by their interaction with both instructors and peers in the
context of the classroom and beyond. Her conclusions, while based on a
study of traditional age college students, are, if anything, more applicable
to returning students. She argues that: "Validating students as knowers is
essential to promoting students' voices" and that "[sjituating learning in
the students' own experience legitimizes their knowledge as a foundation
for constructing new knowledge" (1992, pp. 376-380).
As we have seen in the testimony of a number of the men, the fact that
their past experiences were considered important and that their voices
were being validated both in and out of the classroom was a major
contributor to how they came to see themselves as learners and, indeed,
the learning process itself. Henry Logan remarked that the content of some
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of his courses was not alien to his previous experience as he had
previously anticipated. For example, he readily discovered that he could be
his "own narrator" in his writing course. Sam Brooks was amazed to find
that he could sit down and "discuss social problems" with his instructors
and that his previous experiences could be utilized in understanding his
sociology and psychology courses. Mitch Rollins discovered that because of
his work at the Boston Aquarium, faculty and students were interested in
drawing on his expertise in marine biology and related subjects. As he
said: "For some reason people thought I knew what I was talking about."
The men had begun to gain insights into their own lives from the courses
they were studying. They had begun to see that what they were learning
was, in fact, what Baxter Magolda quoting Kolb calls: "The transaction
between social knowledge and personal knowledge" (1992, p. 382). As
Baxter Magolda points out:
Attaching knowledge to students' experience bridges the gap
between what they know and academic knowledge; it
suggests the possibility that their everyday life are related in
some way to what and how they come to know (1992, p. 378).
Community college instructors often draw on the experiences of older
students as part of classroom discourse. In addition, adult learners also
often become classroom monitors and discussion leaders. The result is
that they come to see the learning process in a different light; they see that
their age and past experience carries some authority and, as a result, are
able to make a connection between what they have known and what they
are coming to know.
In addition to the leadership role they play in the classroom, extra¬
curricular activities contribute to the changes in how they come to view
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themselves and their perception of what constitutes the learning process.
When some of the men became tutors or, in the case of Henry Logan
when he became a student senator, their view of themselves as part of a
learning community increased dramatically. The reasons are summarized
by Baxter Magolda:
When authority figures expressed respect for students, asked
their opinions, and directly encouraged self-reliance this
confirmation helped build the student voice. Speaking in
their own voice through class involvement, evaluation
techniques, leadership opportunities, and peer interactions
helped students to see themselves as sources of knowledge.
(1992, p. 376)
Baxter Magolda also emphasizes the prominent role that peers play in
this process. Sam Brooks, Mitchell Rollins and Steve Simms commented
on the importance of discussing their work as well as asking them for
help. Baxter Magolda stresses that: "Changes appear to come from
reflecting on experiences with diverse peers and reexamining beliefs in
light of those of peers" (1992, p. 380). As noted above, the fact that these
men were full-time students enabled them to spend more time studying
with and learning from fellow students. Interestingly, while this idea of
"connected learning" in relation to both instructors and peers has been
viewed by some writers as gender based, we have seen that the men did, in
fact, bond together with fellow adult students, both male and female. As
Baxter Magolda says, as she summarizes the results of her study: "The
experiences that promoted complex and a distinctive voice for both men
and women relied on relational aspects inherent in validating students as
knowers, situating learning in their experiences, and defining learning as
a jointly constructed meaning" (1992, p. 383).
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King & Kitchener's work (1994) can also be characterized as
constructive-developmental. In it they argue for the importance of higher
education in facilitating what they call "reflective judgment," which is
"the outcome of developmental progression . . . [and] of an interaction
between the individual's conceptual skills and environments that
promote or inhibit these skills" (p. 18). Their model (described briefly in
Chapter II) illustrates that adult students can improve their ability to deal
"with novel problems and situations in life" since "being in an
educational setting seems to facilitate development. . . and . . . those who
enter college and earn a college degree have a higher reflective judgment
score than those who do not" (p. 187).
To emphasize the developmental aspect of their model. King &
Kitchener (1994) argue that college personnel have to be aware of the
epistemic assumptions of their students in order to help them move from
one stage to another. Like Kegan and Baxter Magolda, they argue for a
combination of challenge and support to help students develop their
cognitive and affective abilities. They see adult students as not necessarily
possessing higher reasoning skills than non-traditional students when
they begin school. However, adult students do have the ability to
"experience a developmental spurt as a result of college" because of factors
such as "readiness to learn or openness to being challenged or to
entertaining divergent views" (p. 171).
We have seen in the cases of the six men that instructors and other
college personnel tend to rely on the older students and provide, on the
whole, both a supportive and challenging atmosphere. Consequently,
these men have been able to develop both their cognitive and affective
abilities. Cognitively, their thinking is currently at least at the "quasi-
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reflective" level (as King & Kitchener refer to it) in which they "recognize
that some problems are ill-structured and that knowledge claims about
them contain an element of uncertainty." As a result they understand that
some issues are truly problematic ( 1994, p. 58). As Mitch Rollins said:
"Science is not absolute. There is always something new." Similarly, Steve
Simms remarked that "just because you think something is right doesn't
mean everybody else is going to think it." In the group discussion, the
men seemed to agree that "there are no right or wrong answers."
The men do not appear to have reached the level of what King &
Kitchener (1994) call "reflective thinking" whereby "knowledge is not a
'given' but must be actively constructed and "claims of knowledge must be
understood in relation to the context in which they were generated" (p.
66). The men's argument, for example, about whether the natural sciences
or the social sciences were "hard" or "soft" indicate that the concept of
knowledge construction and its application has yet to be developed.
However, consistent with King & Kitchner's finding (1994), this stage is
generally not reached until the completion of a four year program and,
more times than not, only after graduate studies (pp. 124-188).
The research that we have been examining helps explain why the men
we have been studying have had, on the whole, successful educational
experiences at the community college. The transformation of their
meaning perspective in regard to education has been made possible by
both the support they received and the challenges they faced. That they are
adult students has placed them in a position in which college personnel
have been willing to validate their past experience and place them in
positions of responsibility. This encouraged the men and allowed them to
develop greater confidence in their intellectual abilities, which helped
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them to overcome fears about doing college work successfully. In addition,
the college provided a support apparatus that was welcoming, and
eventually seen by the men to be non-threatening.
The past experiences of the six men also provided them with a
foundation on which to build so that they were able to incorporate the past
into their present learning environment. With this posture, they were
able to view the learning process from a different vantage point than they
had previously and, as a result, to grow from the experience. Particular
courses such as Writing from Experience and Introduction to Psychology
enabled them to reflect on their past experiences and see their past lives
from a new perspective. For example, Sam Brooks stated that his two
social sciences courses "explained a lot to [him] . . . why [he] was doing a lot
of the things that [he] did." Similarly, Steve Simms commented that:
"There is no doubt that the psychology and sociology courses gave me an
insight into my behavior. . . . It's like someone took a flashlight and struck
me right in the face." These experiences challenged the men not only to
look at learning from a different vantage point, but provided the material
with which to fashion a new perspective. As Mezirow points out (1991):
"When we are forced to assess or reassess the basic premises we have
taken for granted and find them unjustified, perspective transformation,
followed by major life changes, may result" (p. 192).

Social Reconstruction of Masculinities

Gender plays an important role in the change of the men's meaning
perspectives. As indicated in Chapter II, many gender studies theorists, in
their current research, have examined gender from a social constructionist
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perspective. They see men actively constructing "their masculinity within
a social and historical context" (Kimmel & Messner, 1992, p. v). In
addition, they do not view males as being a singular unit but rather as
positing a model that includes a variety of "masculinities" based on class,
ethnicity, sexual preference, etc. (Brod, 1987). While there are socially
sanctioned male role models in given cultures as well as in particular
historical periods, there are usually deviations, even in traditional
societies, in which you might expect uniformity. In complex societies like
the United States there is more room for diversity, although the sanctions
for deviation can still be great ( Kimmel & Messner, 1992, p. 11; Kilmartin,
1994, pp. 21-22).
As we have seen, the men we are discussing have been influenced by
class and the historical period in which they grew up. As Astrachan (1992)
points out in regard to class: " Blue-collar men feel the contradiction
between their physical power and their place on the bottom of the male
hierarchy, and they are more obvious than men in other classes about
their need to treat women as underlings to compensate" (p. 63). The men
in this study were raised to view women's place in society in a particular
way. They were essentially separated from girls in school (explicitly so in
the case of those who attended Catholic schools or in the case of Henry
Logan in an all-male orphanage). In addition, their experiences in school
together with their family environment provided them with a model of
how men should act. Matthew McGann's experience with the teacher who
differentiated between the "real" boys and the "mamma boys" is a
somewhat extreme example of their socialization. The military experience
of three of the men was also an important part of their perception of
themselves as men in relation to women; Morgan (1994) illustrates:
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Combat and military experience separate men from women while
binding men to men. It is a separation that reaches deep into a man's sense
of identity and self" (p. 166). Most of the men's work experiences also
maintained the separation of the sexes as in the traditional male oriented
metal work and construction trades in which John Correia and Henry
Logan participated, in the generally gender separated division of labor that
exists in the factory job held by Matthew McGann or in the insurance
business in which Steve Simms worked. They viewed their connection
with women in a domestic context in which: "The husband is head of
household and responsible for support and the wife is responsible for
domestic services and child care" (Weiss, 1992, p. 541).
The history of the postwar period, however, effected a change in the
conditions that otherwise sustained the dominant male model. The
relative prosperity of the early postwar period, which allowed for the
American male to be the sole breadwinner or what Bernard (1992) calls
"the good-provider," gave way by the 1970s to a situation in which a
significant number of families needed two providers or one in which the
wives were forced to substitute for their husbands in the work force. In
1950 wives constituted only 25.7% of the work force; however, that
number had more than doubled by the 1980s (1989, p. 236). Inflation and
structural unemployment, along with disabilities, resulted in forcing
many men to become more dependent on their wives as well as on the
state. This situation, of course, was a challenge to their view of themselves
in a traditional male role.
As we have seen, the men we have been studying clearly fit into this
scenario. This is particularly true with the older men including John
Correia, Henry Logan and Matthew McGann, who grew up during a time
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when the sole provider model was in full force. All three of them fell
victim to the changing conditions, as did the younger men, as they
prepared to enter the work force after high school. While forced to deal
with these changing conditions (as for example, Matthew McGann
becoming a househusband), it was not until they entered college that their
attitudes began to significantly change in regard to their view of women or
their sense of themselves as going beyond traditional male roles.
What can be characterized as the changing conditions of everyday life,
both at home and in college, provided the ingredients that served to
change the men's view of their gender roles in regard to how they viewed
women as well as their children. As Coltrane (1994) notes: "Where one
stands shapes what one can see and how one can understand it" (p. 54). By
entering college, the men were forced to break old routines and develop
new practices. John Correia, Henry Logan, Matthew McGann and Steve
Simms came to see their college work as being similar to the school work
of their children. Doing homework became, to some extent, a cooperative
venture. Both Mitch Rollins and Sam Brooks had partners who were not
only in college, but involved in more advanced study than them. They
came to see these women in a different light than they would have under
other circumstances. All the men commented on how being in daily
proximity to women in school had altered their appreciation of them as
"having minds rather than just bodies."
In addition, the men also had the opportunity to reflect on their
changing lives because of the subjects they were taking. As noted earlier,
courses in the social sciences and history, for example, helped the men put
aspects of their own lives in perspective. This certainly was the case with
their view of what constitutes normative gender roles. The courses helped
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them to develop a better understanding of the causes of the social and
economic changes that had affected them. The opportunity to reflect by
studying, writing papers and discussing such changes both in class and
with peers contributed to the process of altering their meaning
perspectives in respect to their view of the proper role of a man in society
today.
Another aspect of the traditional gender role that has changed, at least
somewhat, for these men is the ability to be what Kilmartin (1994)
characterizes as emotionally expressive. As he points out: "There is little
doubt that men tend to be less emotionally expressive than women" (p.
136). In particular, the ability to self-disclose does not come very easily for
many men. The past histories of the men we have been discussing,
including upbringing, schooling and military training, provided models
that enforced traditional role models that inhibited the expression of
feelings or the discussion of one's personal life. For some of the men, such
as Sam Brooks and Steven Simms, this process began to break down as a
consequence of group therapy for their substance abuse problems.
However, it would appear that for all of these men their experience at the
college allowed them greater latitude to "open up" and thus helped them
to be more forthcoming in relation to their feelings.
Clearly, the willingness of the men to discuss their private lives with a
researcher, as well as their ability to share their lives with each other in
the discussion group, is an indication of a change in attitude. In addition,
in their conversations a number of the men indicated that the
opportunities for discussion, both formal and informal, helped them to
become more open. Their growing self-confidence aided them in this
regard.
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The process of altering traditional gender roles is not easy, of course,
and there is no way of predicting exactly how far it may go. John Correia,
for example, has had a difficult time in "breaking out" of aspects of his
former view of his role as provider; not being able to bring "home a
paycheck was one of the reasons he has given for dropping out of school.
He felt that he was not living up to his obligation as a husband to be a
"breadwinner." While there was some expression of individual feelings in
the group discussion, there was still what can be characterized as male
posturing on the part of the men. Positions were stated and defended;
there was some struggle for control of the conversation as Henry Logan
tended to dominate and others reacted or bounced off his statements.
Given these examples, however, the positive developments outlined
above constitute a significant change in regard to their view of the role of
men and women in our society.

Conclusions. Limitations and Recommendations

Conclusions

This study has examined the complex factors that relate to both the
construction and transformation of meaning perspectives as seen in the
lives of six men ranging in age from 30 to 50 years old. We have seen how
their self-perception in regard to educational capabilities, self-esteem and
relation to others was influenced by gender and social class. We have also
seen that historical forces have played a role in bringing about the pre¬
conditions for the transformations that they have been able to experience.
Concretely, the changing social and economic environment of the last
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forty years has had the paradoxical effect of both creating the conditions
that led these men to suffer hardships while, at the same time, providing
them with the opportunity to change in a positive direction.
The opportunity to enter a community college with its atmosphere
of support for returning students has allowed the men to experience a
change in their view of both education and ultimately of themselves.
Faculty, staff and peers have provided a nurturing environment, allowing
them to begin to overcome aspects of their meaning schemes and overall
meaning perspectives that had inhibited their development. With such
support, they have been able to face challenges and grow as a consequence
of those challenges as part of the process of higher education. The dialectic
of support and challenge has enabled them to transcend a previous
construction of reality and build a new one which, hopefully, will allow
them to deal with the new challenges that they will inevitably encounter.
The results of this study indicates that as a consequence of their
experience at the community college these six men developed in both the
affective and cognitive domains. After a year or more of full-time
atendance there appeared to be a marked change in how they perceived
themselves and how they related to others. In addition, they came to view
the learning process in a more sophisticated way. Concretely, the
interviews with the men reveal that they:

1. Learned how to acknowledge weaknesses and ask for assistance
from instructors and peers.
2. Developed the confidence to provide support and assistance to
fellow students.
c

3. Developed the ability to connect with other students across age and
gender lines.
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4. Developed, on the whole, a closer relationship with wives or
partners as well as their children.
5. Came to see that knowledge is not absolute, but rather socially
constructed and subject to change.
6. Became more socially aware and developed a better understanding
of the causes of both personal and social change.

Limitations

There are clearly limitations to this study. Chief among these is the
small sample utilized. To generalize too far from a study of only six men
would, of course, be foolhardy. As rich as the data may be, it needs to be
extensively replicated to determine how far we can generalize from the
experiences of these men. In addition, questions can be raised about the
sample utilized. It may be argued that the men who chose to participate
self-selected. What of the men who did not respond to the letters soliciting
their assistance in the study? Would their stories tell a different tale? Also,
this study was conducted at only one institution. It is certainly possible
that other community colleges may provide a different atmosphere,
resulting in dissimilar outcomes.
Another limitation that needs to be noted is the possibility of over¬
emphasis on a linear pattern of development which is too linear
emphasizing on personal growth on the part of the men. One reason for
this emphasis is that while the men were open and forthcoming about the
negative aspects of their past lives, they dealt primarily with the positive
aspects of their collegiate experiences when interviewed. Given the
changes in their lives as a consequence of entering college, it is
understandable that they would emphasize this aspect of their experience.
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What problems they encountered appeared to be minimized by the feeling
of accomplishment that they felt after being at the college for a year or
more. For obvious reasons, John Correia was the most forthcoming about
his problems at attempting to obtain a college education. His decision to
leave school has forced him to confront the barriers to his success. While,
as indicated, he credits the college with giving him new insights into
himself and his capabilities, he also pointed out continuing problems of
self-esteem and family pressures.
Of course, all the men are at their own respective points in a process.
For example, as indicated earlier in this chapter in regard to cognitive
development as well as changing gender roles, while these men had made
progress in changing their previously held "positions," the men still have
much more room to grow in relation to the models that have been
discussed in this study. What has been described in regard to the six men is
a process by which they were enabled to move significantly beyond
previously held views of the world. Doing so does not mean that they do
not currently maintain vestiges of the past or even substantial parts of
their earlier lives. Given the complex nature of meaning perspectives,
which are "broad sets of predispositions resulting from psychocultural
assumptions" (Mezirow, et. al., 1994, p. 223), it would be highly unrealistic
to expect that the men would somehow leave" their previous lives
completely behind.
Overall meaning perspectives and the more specific meaning schemes
are influenced by social, psychological and epistemic factors that interact
with each other. Consequently, development can be seen, of necessity, as
being uneven. However, as Mezirow points out: "We have a strong
urgent need to understand the meaning of our experience so that given
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the limitations of our meaning structures we strive towards viewpoints
which are more functional: more inclusive, discriminating and
integrative of our experience (1994, p. 223). That these men have been able
to change has been made possible, in part, by their ability to reflect on past
meaning perspectives in the supportive environment of the college. It
may be argued, however, that this analysis is overly optimistic and does
not sufficiently address the barriers to changing our ways of viewing and
acting in the world.

Recommendations

Given the limitations outlined above, there are certain obvious
recommendations that can be made to verify and extend the results of this
study. First, a process of ongoing interviews with a larger number of men
from a variety of community colleges could be undertaken. In this way we
could obtain more extensive and diverse data. In addition, significant
others including family members, friends, as well as college faculty and
staff, could also be interviewed to gain their perspectives on the subjects.
Secondly, it would be interesting to run comparable studies on traditional
male students in order to discover both similarities and differences. In the
same way, it would also be helpful to conduct studies on male students at
four year institutions to discover if there are both individual and
environmental differences that would result in different stories. Finally, it
would be important to pursue longitudinal studies to see in what ways, if
at all, the students continue to grow and change.
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Concluding Remarks

This study has dealt foremost with the question of development and
transformation. We have looked at these processes both theoretically and
through the lives of six men. Implicit in all of the theories we have
discussed is the notion that development is an ongoing phenomenon in
the lives of people. As Mezirow, et. al. (1994) points out throughout his
works, development leads to perspective transformation, which allows for
the "capacity to fully and freely participate in rational dialogue, to achieve
a broader, more discriminating, permeable and integrative understanding
of his/her experience as a guide to action" (p. 226). While this may be
viewed as an ideal state of mind, we have seen that the men interviewed
for this study have made strides toward achieving a better understanding
of themselves and the world in which they live.
Kegan (1994) points out the urgency of coming to grips with the rapid
changes endemic in the world today. Mezirow (1991) argues that educators
"have a commitment" to help adult learners acquire meaning
perspectives that are more fully expansive (p. 224). In this way students
develop the ability to better deal with both individual and social changes.
A failure to do so can be catastrophic in both personal as well as social
terms. Look, for example, at the changing position of women in society.
We can see that the failure of many men to comprehend the reasons for
such a change, and their inability to engage in rational discourse around it
can result in both violence against individual women as well as
reactionary political and social policies that have the potential to lead to
overall societal repression.
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Education by itself is not a panacea. However, it can be an important
contributing factor in helping to bring about a more rational and sane
society. The experiences of the men in this study indicate that education
can make a difference. Hopefully, the opportunity for such education can
be expanded in the years to come so that all members of our society have
the opportunity to grow and develop.

u

APPENDIX A

WRITTEN LETTER AND CONSENT FORM
Dear
You might know me, my name is Ron Weisberger. I am Coordinator of
Tutoring here at BCC. I am also a doctoral student at the University of
Massachusetts/Amherst. As part of the requirements for a doctoral degree
I must complete a dissertation which is an original study on a particular
topic in my field. My field of study is higher education. The subject I have
chosen to study concerns the changes that adult men, such as yourself,
might be experiencing as they go through their program. In particular, I
am interested in whether their views of education and learning might
have changed since they entered college.
I am planning to interview six men for my study. I will conduct three one
hour interviews with each man at a location mutually acceptable. My
hope is to begin such interviews sometime early in the fall and complete
them by the end of the semester.
I will also ask all six men to join me in a group discussion about issues
that were raised in the individual interviews. The group meeting will
allow all of the men involved to learn from each other. In addition, it will
provide me with feedback on what I have learned from my interviews.
I chose your name at random from a list of men over 25 given to me by
the Director of the Computing Center. From the responses to the
interviews, etc., I will try to draw some conclusions that hopefully will be
useful in helping educators to better understand how men in your age
group learn. I hope you will be able to be a participant in this study. I want
to assure you that all of your responses will be held in the strictest
confidence. Given the small sample size of this study it is possible that
someone might recognize you. However, I will do everything possible to
assure your anonymity. I will not be using your name but rather will use
pseudonyms in my study. The setting of the study will also be disguised.
While I will be audio taping our interviews the transcriptions will be
identified by code number. You will also be perfectly free to edit the
transcripts. Of course, you are free to discontinue participation in the study
at any time..
The material from the interviews will be used primarily in my
dissertation. It may also be used in presentations that I may give at
conferences or in articles that I may write. However, as I indicated, all
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references to real people or settings will be disguised. I will also attempt to
keep you up to date on what I am doing.
If you agree to participate in this study please sign the enclosed consent
form and send it back to me. I will then contact you for a face to face
meeting. If you have any questions please call my office at (508) 678-2811
ext. 2444. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Ron Weisberger
Coordinator, TASC

CONSENT FORM

!/__ have read the attached letter
carefully and thoroughly and agree to participate as an interviewee, under
all the conditions stated.

Signature of the participant

Date

Signature of the researcher

Date

Please include your telephone number and a convenient time when you
may be contacted.
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APPENDIX B
QUESTIONS

1. Please describe your experience with education through the time you
entered college.

2. Please discuss your reasons and any expectations you had for entering
college.

3. Please discuss your college experience to date. In what ways has it been
what you expected? How has it been different?
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